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Summary

The East Peak Traditional Performance Project ran from late November 2012 to the end of
November 2013, and was delivered by a team of three consultants with a strong background in
traditional performance. The project has delivered three main activities:


An extensive desktop review of traditional performance in the East Peak area. The initial
review took place early in the project from December 2012 to February 2013, such that its
results, along with advice from the project steering group, could be used to direct recording
fieldwork undertaken during the rest of the year. The desktop review was then ‘refreshed’ in
the late months of the project incorporating additional information gathered during the
course of the project. The completed review stands as a record in its own right.



Recording of traditional performance through the year to create an archive representing a
‘Year in the East Peak’. The first recording in late November 2012 was local carolling, and the
circle was completed with the last recording being early carol sessions taking place in
November 2013. Necessarily, due to the considerable amount of performance taking place
in the area and limited time and budget, the recordings archive represents only a sample of
all performance activity through the year. Nonetheless, with approximately 100 recordings
the archive gives a good representation of traditional performance taking place in the East
Peak in 2012-13. The majority of recordings are in high definition video, with a smaller
number of audio only recordings where considered appropriate to the occasion being
recorded (e.g. some singers’ sessions). Additionally, some impromptu ‘photo only’ records
are included where the project team came across traditional performance in day to day life.
The archive itself is in digital format provided on an external computer hard drive, supported
by paper consents from performers, allowing recordings to be archived.



Delivery of promotional activities to highlight and promote participation in traditional
performance in the East Peak area. Six successful events were delivered through the year,
hosting traditional performers from the area and generating a good level of interest. The
events culminated with a day long showcase of local performance traditions at the
Penistone Agricultural Show. The events were supported by a strong presence in the social
media, and a number of press releases and radio interviews.

The project has successfully delivered in all three areas, and this report along with associated
materials provides the results from the desktop review and recording archive, and discusses
promotional activities which took place during the project.
Work through the course of the project shows that many performance traditions remain a strong
feature of the East Peak area at the current time and form an important part of the area’s character
and calendar. However, it is equally evident that for some areas of performance the dominant age
of participants involved is middle/late middle age upwards, and many of these performers have
been involved since they were ‘a lad’ or ‘a lass’. The range of free-time activities and diversions
available to the current generation of children is vast, with relatively few getting involved in the
area’s performance traditions. This places a big question mark over the future of many performance
traditions in the area such as male voice choirs and folk clubs; will current adult generations as they
age naturally get involved in these performance traditions? It is also evident that church-based
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traditions such as Whit Walks are all but gone, and other traditions which were distinct to the area,
such as Cakin Neet, have been subsumed into commercially-driven and nationally homogenous
celebrations such as Halloween.
The above assessment highlights the importance of activity in the area which gets children and
teenagers involved in performance traditions. Brass bands are particularly strong at bringing children
into the tradition, with several training bands and a couple of dedicated youth bands in the area.
Similarly, the children’s traditional dance and handbell teams and youth choirs found in the area will
doubtless prove invaluable in perpetuating these traditions.
The importance of key adult individuals in driving such children’s activities cannot be overstated,
and the loss of a single individual can have a major impact on the continued involvement of children
in these traditions. Such key adults often have links with the schools system which also highlights the
important role that the area’s schools can and could play in introducing children to the area’s
performance traditions.
Other performance traditions, such as folk clubs, may have to review their format to attract new and
younger participants to maintain their ongoing viability, and it is notable that less formal sessions
tend to attract a younger age group. Similarly, the area’s folk festivals often feature younger talent
from the area and also tend to attract a younger audience. As such, festivals form an important feed
for younger generations getting involved in the area’s ongoing performance traditions.
The importance of key venues, particularly pubs, in supporting many folk traditions is also worthy of
note. Folk song, music and dance traditions are often focussed around the area’s pubs, with a
handful of pubs standing out as key hubs for activity. The marked decline in the number of pubs in
recent years, and an increase in the number of ‘chain’ pubs, only increases the importance of those
venues which continue to support performance traditions.
To conclude, strong performance traditions can be found in the East Peak at the current time, and
this project has created a comprehensive record of these traditions in 2012-13. Some traditions
seem to have a strong future ahead of them; however, others have a more questionable future and
may require further support to ensure they continue for generations to come.

2

Scope of the Project

The definition of ‘traditional’ and ‘performance’ is a subject which can be discussed for many hours
with interested individuals without reaching any firm consensus; the reality is that both terms are
subjective. A new performance in 1913 (for example) would probably not be considered traditional
by the audience of the day, but if it were still occurring 100 years later would almost certainly be
considered a tradition. This is the case for the East Peak Traditional Performance Project, where
some traditions are hundreds of years old, whereas others are only a few years old and may even
represent potential traditions of the future. What constitutes performance is similarly subjective,
and might range from formal staged concerts to an ‘old lad’ sat in the corner of the pub, relating
tales from his youth.
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The East Peak area plays host to a wide range of performance traditions. Some of these traditions,
for example local carols, are strongly attached to the area’s calendar, whereas other traditions such
as folk clubs can take place at any time in the year. Additionally, some traditions are strongly
distinctive to the East Peak area, whereas others can be found more widely throughout the country.
The range of performance traditions considered in this project was agreed with the project steering
group early in the project. The full range of performance traditions which might have been included
in the project is set out in the diagram below:
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Due to limited time and budget some areas of potential study had to be cut out of the project;
nevertheless, most of the categories identified above were included. The range of performance
traditions considered was broadened out from folk traditions alone to include performance
traditions associated with the area’s industries and other community-based performance traditions.
These are detailed in the desktop review itself.
The desktop review took place early in the project between December 2012 – February 2013, and
was timed such that it could inform recording plans for the remainder of the project.
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Structure of the report

The report is split into a number of sections as set out below:

3.1

Review of performance traditions by performance category and local calendar

For each traditional performance category included in the project, results from the desktop review
and SWOT analysis are given, followed by a listing of recordings made in that category during the
project.
DESKTOP REVIEW AND SWOT ANALYSIS
The results from the survey set out in this report should be read in conjunction with the associated
survey spreadsheet – ‘Final Desktop Results - EPTPP - EPIP151 6.12.13’:
The spreadsheet is split into two parts:


A series of 9 tabs (coloured amber) review individual performance tradition categories which
take place in the East Peak area. These categories are: Brass and Silver Bands, Choirs and
Singing, Local Carols, Dance Teams, Dance and Ceilidh Clubs, Folk Drama, Handbell and
Change Ringers, Sessions, and Galas and Festivals. Each tab gives detailed consideration of
its title subject area, split down to individual performer / performance group / event level.



A series of 6 tabs (coloured purple) review performance traditions in the East Peak in the
context of the local calendar, split as: Easter Traditions, May Traditions, Whit Traditions,
Harvest Traditions, Autumn Traditions, and Christmas and New Year Traditions.

This report reflects the structure of the spreadsheet and is again split into two parts:


Part A – summarises each of the key performance tradition categories in the East Peak in
turn, and also carries out a SWOT analysis (internal strengths, internal weaknesses, external
opportunities, external threats) for each category. The order in which the categories are
reviewed exactly follows the tab order in the spreadsheet.



Part B – reviews performance tradition through the calendar year, and again carries out a
SWOT analysis for each category. The order in which the calendar is reviewed again exactly
follows the tab order in the spreadsheet.

LISTING OF RECORDINGS MADE UNDER EACH TRADITIONAL PERFORMANCE CATEGORY
At the end of each category under Parts A and B above a list of recordings made during the project is
given. For each recording:


The recording archive reference is given (as described below). This reference exactly
matches that found in the recording archive, allowing recordings to be easily located.



A brief qualitative description of the recording is given under the reference.
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The form of the archive reference is as follows:
Date-Performance Category(s)-Recording Name-Venue-Recording Formats
There are a number of possible recording categories (listed below), and it is possible that a recording
may fall into more than one category. Where this is the case, all relevant categories are given, and
this allows cross referencing with the same recording appearing under more than one category. For
this reasons it is intended that this report be used as an indexing system to quickly locate
information on, and archive recordings in, a particular category.
A number of record formats are possible: photo (P), video (V), audio (A) and literature (L). The latter
category relates to any additional information, promotional posters etc.
Recording categories used are:
Recording Category

Code

Brass & Silver bands
Local carols
Choral singing
Folk Club
Folk/traditional singers
Folk Music (instrumental)
Hunt songs
Dance Teams
Dance & Ceilidh Clubs & dances
Folk Drama
Poetry/Monologues
Handbell Ringers
Change Ringers
Sessions & Singarounds
Galas & Festivals
Interview
EPTPP Project event

BB
LC
CH
FC
FTS
FM
HS
DT
DCC
FD
PM
HBR
CR
SE
GF
IN
PE

Easter Traditions

ET

May Traditions
Whit Traditions
Harvest Traditions
Autumn Traditions
Christmas & New Year Traditions

MT
WT
HT
AT
XNY

An example archive reference is given below:
13.10.19-DT,AT-Mister Fox, 19th Hunters Moon, Langsett-PV
In this example, the recording was made on 19th October 2013, (dates are given as year-month-day
as this allows easy sorting on computer drives), falls into the categories of Dance Teams and Autumn
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Traditions, was in fact the 19th Hunters Moon Performance by Mister Fox, took place in Langsett, and
was recorded as Photo and Video.
The archive reference refers to a folder within the archive. Within that folder there will often be
several records, and these are given user-friendly names.
In addition to recordings made under each of the categories in sections A and B, two final listings
identify:


all interviews undertaken during the project



recordings which include folk musicians playing without singing. Whilst not split out as a
separate traditional performance category in its own right in the desktop review, this listing
is provided for easy reference.

A separate spreadsheet ‘EPTPP Recordings Made log 6.12.13’, held digitally with the recording
archive summarises all recordings made and gives details of recording consents from performers and
venues. The consents themselves are held in paper form in a separate file.

3.2

Other report sections

The review of performance traditions by performance category and local calendar described in 3.1
above comprises the bulk of this report. However, a number of other sections are also included:


References – a summary of the main reference sources used to research the desktop review



Project promotional activities – activities which took place during the project to promote
traditional performance in the East Peak



Key Venues and Key Individuals – a listing of some of the key venues and individuals
supporting and perpetuating traditional performance in the East Peak.



Thanks to performers recorded during the project



Conclusions and Recommendations for further work
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PART A – PERFORMANCE TRADITIONS IN THE EAST PEAK AREA

The first section of this report and analysis considers the wide range of traditional performance
which takes place in the East Peak area. This review is split by key traditional performance
categories, and follows the same order as the tabs in the accompanying spreadsheet (amber tabs).
An overview is given for each category followed by a tabulated SWOT analysis and recordings made
in that category under the project.

4.1

Brass Bands

Thurlstone Brass Band

Brass bands are strongly distinctive of the EPIP area and surrounds, remain a popular attraction at
community events and at concerts, and form an integral part of many seasonal celebrations.
Desktop research indicates there are thirteen active brass/silver bands in the area, including
Dodworth just outside the area. Additionally, a wind band is active in Shepley. These bands include:


Both competing and non-competing bands (e.g. Cawthorne)



One Silver band, Chapeltown Silver Prize Band. It is understood that a silver band is a brass
band that has achieved/earned certain honours / prizes; it does not necessarily relate to
the metal used to make the instruments



Three youth / school bands – High Green Brass Band, Scissett Youth Band and Cawthorne
Beginners / Youth Band.



A number of training or ‘B’ bands.

It was noted in interview with Bob Eastwood of Hade Edge and Thurlstone bands that there used to
be several more bands in the area, often associated with the area’s industries; two of these,
Ecclesfield Silver band and Clayton West Brass band are listed in the desktop spreadsheet. The
decline of the steel and coal industries in the area has impacted on the number of remaining bands.
A notable brass band event in the area is the Old Silkstone March and Hymn Tune contest which
takes place annually in June and had its 10th anniversary in 2012. Sadly, due to venue problems it did
not run in 2013.
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The quality of existing archives is variable, with some bands having been extensively recorded,
including video and CD recordings (e.g. Emley & Thurlstone Brass Bands with other bands having
limited publically available video footage or only photo galleries; overall, the archive is reasonable.
It is noted that High Green Brass Band and Scissett Youth Band have no publicly-available video
footage; this may relate to child protection issues.
A key threat to brass bands is availability of funding. Having formerly been strongly associated with
and often funded by the area’s industries, most bands are now self-funding, relying on fund-raising
activities and sponsorship. The security of both sources of funding is affected by the ongoing
recession. By way of example, Unite the Union Brass Band (Stocksbridge) has gone through multiple
name changes as sponsors have come and gone, including ‘Andrews Heat for Hire Band’,
‘Stocksbridge Engineering Steels Band’, ‘UES Stocksbridge Band’, ‘Asda Stocksbridge Band’, and
‘Stocksbridge Brass Band’. The availability of central funding is also an issue. In 2011/12, the Arts
Council allocated funding of £26 million to the London Royal Opera House and £6.4 million to the
English National Ballet. In comparison, the British Federation of Brass Bands (now Brass Bands
England), responsible for supporting 458 brass band groups nationwide, received only £23,000.
http://www.wearebarnsley.com/news/article/1660/mp-gives-thoughts-on-grimetho
rpe-colliery-band
An additional indirect impact of the recession is the loss of band members who have to move away
temporarily or permanently to seek work. More positively, some local schools (e.g. St. John’s,
Penistone) are offering whole class tuition in brass instruments through Barnsley Music Service
(often referred to as ‘PADS’, the Performing Arts Development Service,
http://www.barnsley.gov.uk/pid51) and St. John’s also hosts the Penistone Schools Brass Band,
these activities acting as valuable feeders for future band players. Also, many but not all brass bands
welcome learners, providing instruments and tuition.
The Brass Band Tradition
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

Tradition is strongly identified with the East Peak area and
its local communities (and industries)

Difficulty retaining young players as they often leave to go
to university.

Very popular and well known amongst the general
population. Popular at community and Seasonal Events.

Often reliant on external sponsorship and donations for
running costs

There are currently several active bands in the area

High cost of new instruments and uniform

Training & youth bands create a feed of new players.
Opportunities – external

Threats – external

School brass tuition creates a potential feed of new players.

Loss of sponsorship and donations due to poor economy.
Players moving away to find work
Fewer bookings due to festivals being cancelled due to poor
weather and economy.
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Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
12.12.07-XNY,GF,BB,CH-Deepcar BB, Waldershelf Singers-Stocksbridge Xmas Market-PV
A group of players from Deepcar Brass band entertained visitors to the Christmas Market with
popular carols on a cold, dark December evening.
12.12.20-XNY,BB,LC-Deepcar & Oughtibridge Brass Bands-The Venue,Stocksbridge-PA
In a two-part concert at The Venue, Oughtibridge entertained a large audience with popular
Christmas tunes and carols, followed by Deepcar Brass Band, who played several local carols with
considerable audience participation.
12.12.23-XNY,BB,LC-Thurlstone Brass Band-The Waggon&Horses,Langsett-V
During the afternoon, a group of players from the training band played popular and some local
carols in the bar of the Waggon and Horses. This stop forms part of a series of annual Christmas
appointments. On the same morning the band plays carols around Millhouse Green, with a Carol
service at St Leonard's Church, Wortley, in the evening. On Boxing Day the band play carols in the
afternoon at the Royal British Legion and White Heart in Penistone.
13.04.20-BB-Deepcar Brass Band 25th Anniversary Concert-The Venue,Stocksbridge-PVA
The band celebrated its 25th birthday, inviting back former players and conductors.
13.05.05-BB,MT-Spaw Sunday with Thurlstone Brass band-Gunthwaite spa & dam-PV
Continuing the centuries-old Spaw Sunday celebration, the band assembled at the dam side where
an audience gathered on the road verge for the concert, with a cake and tea stall laid on. Some
brave souls sampled the spa waters.
13.06.15-GF,DT,BB,MT-Grenoside Gala, High Green Sword, Loxley Silver Band-Grenoside-PV
The band led the parade at the start of the gala, and later entertained gala visitors with a concert.
13.06.22-BB,GF,FM,DT-Dodworth Gala & Miners Memorial-V
The band led the procession to the service and unveiling of the new miners’ memorial, and later
entertained gala visitors with a concert. The memorial commemorates the deaths of men killed
while working at Dodworth, Redbrook, Silkstone Fall, Stanhope Silkstone, Higham, Strafford,
Robroyd and Wentworth Silkstone collieries between 1850 and 1987.
13.06.30-BB-Scisset Youth Band at National Coalmining Museum-PVAL
To celebrate their 35th anniversary, the band had an afternoon workshop with James Stretton of
Orichalcum (http://orichalcum-worldofbrass.com/) before an evening concert which welcomed back
several former members.
13.07.28-BB-Brass on the Grass, Thurlstone Brass band-Waggon & Horses Langsett-P
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Thurlstone Brass Band entertained visitors to Langsett with an afternoon of music at the Waggon
and Horses.
13.11.06-IN,BB-Interview Bob Eastwood of Thurlstone Brass Band-PA
Bob Eastwood, who plays with Hade Edge and Thurlstone Brass Bands, talks about the brass band
tradition in the area and how it has changed over time.
13.11.15-BB,DT,AT-Cawthorne Fire Festival-Cawthorne-V
Cawthorne Brass band plays at the now annual autumn Fire Festival.

4.2
4.2.1

Choirs and Singing
Local Carolling

The Sportsman Inn, Lodge Moor

The distinctive carols of the East Peak area are very popular and now acknowledged country-wide,
and people travel often considerable distances to join in with sessions, some booking overnight
accommodation. The existing archive is good.
The carols are usually sung by informal groups in village pubs, each at a certain time of the week.
Sometimes they are sung by chapel groups perambulating the district. They may be unaccompanied,
or accompanied by piano, organ, strings, or brass instruments. Some sessions start in the week
following Remembrance Sunday, others in December, while some may be one-off occasions.
The carols are distinct from those of the Victorian era widely sung elsewhere. Originating in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the tunes were composed by members of the artisan class and
often have local titles such as ‘Malin Bridge’ or ‘Birley Edge’. Many have fuguing sections or choruses
that are repeated, and some have an added coda. Other items such as glees and secular songs have
been added, and are still. Often the same words are sung to different tunes in the same session one notable feature is the number of tunes used to sing ‘While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks by
Night’.
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The Local Carolling Tradition
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

Tradition is strongly identified with the East Peak area and
its local communities

Reliant on goodwill of pub landlords

Well known amongst the folk community, very popular.
Details of sessions published on the internet

Over-popularity amongst folk community may alienate local
communities

Several different variations in the area
Books of tunes and words are available, as well as
recordings
Workshops being held at folk festivals promote the
tradition
Opportunities - external

Threats – external

Workshops being held at folk festivals promote the
tradition

Pub landlords may decide not to host sessions
Over-popularity could lead to dilution of finer local nuances

Details of sessions published on the internet
New sessions could be introduced (or reintroduced)

Dilution of distinctiveness as ‘copycat’ sessions are held
around the country

Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
12.11.28+12.12.2,9,12-XNY,LC-Carols-Royal Hotel Dungworth-P
There is now an additional Wednesday session at the Royal as well as the usual Sunday session. This
was intended to give locals, who may find Sundays too crowded, a chance to participate again.
Photographs show the very first weeks of these sessions, which now attract a younger clientele
(possibly due to the age of the accompanists, who are active in the wider folk scene).
12.12.01-XNY-LC-Grenoside Festival of Village Carols-Community Centre-PV
Brief impressions of this well-documented and now established Festival (see Desktop) and a return
visit by the Glen Rock Carolers of Pennsylvania (http://www.glenrockcarolers.org/).
12.12.05-XNY,LC,FD-Carols+HTSD Mummers- The Huntsman,Thurlstone-PVAL
A new carol session, organised for the first time in 2012 by Simon Brock, with the Handsworth
Traditional Sword Dancers performing the Derby Tup.
12.12.10-XNY,LC-Local Carols,Sportsman Inn,Lodge Moor-P
Participants at this quieter venue, one of the first researched by Professor Ian Russell.
12.12.14-XNY,LC-Grenoside Carols-Old Harrow,Grenoside-P
The “Grenoside Efficient String Carol Band” in situ at one of their two venues.
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12.12.20-XNY,BB,LC-Deepcar & Oughtibridge Brass Bands-The Venue,Stocksbridge-PA
A concert which included several local carols with Deepcar Brass band, with considerable audience
participation.
12.12.21-XNY,LC,FD-Carols+Green Dragon Mummers-Old Red Lion,Grenoside-V
Carols (plus string band) and a mumming play at the “Top Red”, surrounding diners. This pub shares
the four Friday sings leading up to Christmas with the Old Harrow.
12.12.23-XNY,BB,LC-Thurlstone Brass Band-The Waggon&Horses,Langsett-V
An afternoon of Christmas Carols in the bar, including a number of local carols. This is an annual visit.
13.07.09-IN,LC,FTS,WT,XNY,AT-Interview - Gordon Hoyland mostly re-carolling-Home-PA
Gordon Hoyland and his wife Pauline are well-known faces at many pub carolling sessions. Here they
talk about their early experience of singing carols and how it led to Gordon’s wider participation in
folk singing, as well as some other old traditions in the area.
13.10.14-HBR,LC-Stannington Handbell Ringers-Stannington Methodist Church-V
A practice of the ringers, including some local carols in preparation for the 2013 Christmas Season
13.11.14-LC-Local Carols-Black Bull,Ecclesfield-VA
The first local carolling session of 2013, completing the circle of ‘A Year in the East Peak’.
13.11.25-LC-Local Carols-The Sportsman Inn,Lodge Moor-PA
First session of 2013 at the Sportsman Inn, jokingly referred to as ‘a rehearsal’, with a small group of
12-15 singers. Includes much reminiscence, banter, and an impromptu rendition of 'A Mon Like
Thee' when a group seated across the room was persuaded to join the main singers. This was highly
appropriate as the song was sung by Frank Hinchliffe of Lodge Moor. Frank's son Roger was leading
the carols.
4.2.2

Choirs

Penistone Ladies Choir
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The tradition of the choral society, strong in Yorkshire, is well-represented locally, with male, female
and mixed choir groups singing a varied repertoire. Three MVC - Bradfield Choral Society,
Bolsterstone Male Voice Choir, and Worrall Male Voice Choir - were founded specifically to sustain
the local carols, although sadly Bradfield is now defunct.
The choirs perform in concerts locally and nationally, and enter competitions with much success.
Latterly, a resurgence of interest in singing has led to the formation of new community choirs, and
there are also a number of youth choirs in the area.
The available public archive is very patchy, with some choirs being well recorded but with no evident
recordings for many others.
The Choral Tradition
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

Strong history and tradition in the area

Increasing age of choir members and difficulty recruiting
younger members

Dedication of conductors and members
Many opportunities for people & children to join a choir
near to them
Strong national infrastructure providing support
Success in competitions
Opportunities – external

Threats – external

The increased publicity and promotion of choirs and singing
in media to attract new/younger members and support

Cost of hiring practice venues
Cost of music

Involvement in competitions to provide extra motivation
Singing sidelined in school curriculum
Many leisure interests available competing for time

Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
12.12.07-XNY,GF,BB,CH-Deepcar BB, Waldershelf Singers-Stocksbridge Xmas Market-PV
Members of Waldershelf Singers entertained visitors to the market with popular carols
13.05.17-19-DT,FM,FD,FTS,GF,CH,PE-Shepley Spring Festival , EPTPP Event2-Shepley-PVL
Shepley Singers, a community choir led by prominent folk singer Bryony Griffith, performed at
Shepley Festival (recording 5, Sun 19th May).
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13.06.22-HBR,CH-Ecclesfield HBR & Grenoside Singers-Gatty Hall Ecclesfield-PVAL
Performing as guests of Ecclesfield Handbell ringers the singers, a mixed voice choir, performed in
concert at the Gatty Hall.
13.07.13-CH,GF-Unity Voices of Marsden-Birdsedge Village Festival-PV
A female community choir which gave an afternoon performance at the festival.
13.09.27-CH,PM-Millhouse Green MVC-St. Saviours Church,Thurlstone-PVA
An evening concert in aid of Bluebell Wood Children’s Hospice, with guest soloist Thomas
Hetherington singing and on the violin.
13.10.26-CH,PM-Penistone Ladies Choir-St. Andrews Church,Penistone-PVAL
An evening concert in aid of Yorkshire Air Ambulance with solo spots from members of the choir,
including dialect poet Christine Goodwin.
13.11.04-IN,CH-Interview, Melvyn Dyson of Millhouse MVC-PAL
An interview regarding Melvyn’s time with male voice choirs and the tradition in general.
4.2.3

Folk Clubs

Pie Crust Folk Club, Denby Dale

Usually held in a separate room on licensed premises, these clubs host playing or singing guests for
which a ticket is purchased. Nine active folk clubs have been identified in the East Peak, including
Hepworth Live just outside the area. No Smoke Folk at the Commercial, Chapeltown is now not well
attended. Clubs include singer only or singer/musician folk clubs, and can often host guests. ‘Best of
order’ is expected on these occasions, unlike the more informal pub sessions. The format of
evenings tends to be ‘round the room’ performances by individuals or a small ‘stage’ area where
performers come forward to perform; ‘sing along’ by the audience is usually only by invitation.
Available public archives are limited.
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The Folk Club Tradition
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

Run by dedicated, motivated individuals

Staleness of format does not encourage younger
participants

Many talented singers/musicians live locally
Some can be dominated by ‘residents’ and deter
newcomers
Opportunities – external

Threats – external

Internet listings and social media enable cheap publicity to
increase participation

Increasing cost of transport to get to venues/poor public
transport

Close to large areas of population

Reliant on venue owner/landlord
Public image of ‘finger-in-the-ear’

Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
13.10.10-FC,PM-Pie Crust Folk Club-Pie Hall,Denby Dale-PV
A well-attended (20-30) round-the-room club evening in a hired room at the Pie Hall. Organiser Sue
McBurney.
13.10.14-FC-Booitstraps Folk Club-The Commercial,Chapeltown-PV
A well-attended (15-20) club evening in a separate room with a small stage area, with a guest spot
from Alan Wood, including performance of ‘Barnsley Main, written by Alan. Organiser June Flude.
13.11.04-FC,FM,PM-Fountain Folk-The Fountain Inn,Ingbirchworth-PV
A new folk club / singaround started in 2013, following a round-the-room format in the bar,
including some instrumental spots.
13.11.16-FC,FTS-Chris While & Julie Matthews at Wortley FC-The Venue Stocksbridge-PV
Showing another side of folk clubs, Wortley Folk club hosted a sell-out concert (audience of more
than 100), on the last date of Chris While & Julie Matthews’ autumn tour. Living in Penistone, Chris
and Julie are the winners in the Best Duo category of the 2009 BBC Radio 2 Folk Awards.
Longstanding folk club organiser Dave Atkins retired as organiser after this concert.
13.11.18-FC-1st&3rd Acoustic FC-Sportsman Inn-Wadsley-PV
A well-attended (15-20) and fairly informal club evening in the bar of the Sportsman. Organiser:
Dave Atkinson.
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13.11.30-FC,FTS-Royal Traditions Will Noble,Hector Andrew-Royal Hotel,Dungworth-PA
This Royal Traditions singers’/folk evening (MC Jon Boden) starts with tunes and ‘house’ songs
before invited guests Will Noble and Hector Andrew share songs and memories of “The Old Days”
respectively. The latter, less structured part of the evening is a free-for-all of solos and local carols,
finishing with ‘Diadem’. Due to being recorded in an open bar there is some background noise.

4.2.4

Hunt Songs

Rockwood Harriers Meet at Upper Denby (not sing)

Recently taken videos, found on YouTube, show that there is still a strong tradition of singing by
members of the Hunting fraternity in the East Peak geographical area. This takes place on both a
formal and an ad hoc basis, usually following a day’s hunting, at Puppy Shows, or at Harvest
Auctions. The songs recorded are variants on well-known songs but include some written ones that
are not found elsewhere. It is hard to discover information as to when and where these “sings”
occur due to the sensitive nature of, and the current political climate surrounding, hunting with
dogs. These sings were known to have, in the past, taken place at the Stanhope Arms, Dunford
Bridge and the Waggon and Horses, Langsett and the Royal Hotel, Dungworth. It is not easy to access
information regarding the current venues used as this is passed by word of mouth and not
publicised.
The packs that hunt in the East Peak include the Pennine Foxhounds, The Ecclesfield Beagles, the
Rockwood Harriers, the Colne Valley Beagles and the Barlow Foxhounds. Packs from further afield
visit home packs during the hunting season. Members and friends of packs in the East Peak gather
socially on a regular basis and are a close-knit group who tend to be secretive regarding their
involvement with this pursuit. The hunts named here visit other parts of the country as guests of
other packs. Some of the videos show people who live in the East Peak singing in the Lake District, in
Devonshire, and in Goathland, North Yorkshire.
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Over and above this, some traditional singers in the area have well-known hunt connections. Will
Noble and Barry Bridgewater sang with John Cocking and Ernest Yates as the Holme Valley Tradition.
The Pennine Foxhounds have a singing group - "The Pennine Concert Party". This was started some
years ago by Mark Davies, ex-Master of the Pennine Foxhounds and present chairman of the
Countryside Alliance for South and West Yorkshire, to raise funds for the hunt during the last foot
and mouth outbreak. They have sung, and occasionally continue to sing, all over Britain and Ireland
mainly entertaining other hunts. They also perform at Countryside Alliance events.
Strengths – Internal

The Hunt Song Tradition
Weaknesses – Internal

The songs appear to be passed down through families and
the videos show involvement by several generations.
The singers have a pride in their songs and want to continue
singing them.

The perceived necessity by the participants, in the present
political climate, to keep this activity within small, closeknit, groups/communities.

The singers belong to groups of like-minded people who
form communities of interest.
The singers tend to be well known to each other and are
friends. They often sing at each other’s homes, at parties, at
family Christmases, at Wakes etc.
Opportunities – external

Threats – external

The formation of more formal singing groups such as the
Pennine Concert Party, to maintain the tradition with less
direct association with controversial hunting with dogs.

The present ban on hunting with dogs.

Approaches could be made to traditional Folk Music events
and Folk Festivals for opportunities to showcase the songs.

The present political and social climate surrounding hunting
with dogs and those involved in this activity.
Disruption at events where singing takes place by antihunting groups.

Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
No new recordings under the project. The project team sought opportunities to record hunt songs
during the project, but due to their nature they are not widely publicised, and no recording
opportunities were found. Some information is given in Will Noble’s interview 13.11.21-FTS,IN,HSWill Noble Interview-Home-PA.
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4.2.5

Folk / Traditional Singers

Paul & Liz Davenport, EPTPP Event 1

Just as with ‘performance’, the definition of ‘folk’ and ‘traditional’ singing can fill many a volume.
Broadly speaking, traditional songs have been ‘handed down’ and are generally sung
unaccompanied. Folk song is a genre of music in that style, and may be sung to accompaniment of
fiddle, guitar, concertina, or similar. Naturally as ‘traditional’ songs have been adapted and arranged,
and new songs written, the boundaries have become obscured and now are largely irrelevant except
as the subject of many a late-night bar discussion.
There is a strong, established and well researched singing tradition in the area. Singers fall into two
groupings: those who have chosen the area for their home, and ‘indigenous’ singers born in the area
and with a repertoire first learned from family and friends. Of the latter, two sub-groups have been
identified. One is based in the north-west of the area and grew out of the hunt sings. Will Noble is
now the last of this group to be actively performing, and his songs are being handed on to his
children. The other group, now mostly deceased, was based in West Sheffield and was researched,
with their full repertoire recorded, by Ian Russell in the 1970s. Roger Hinchliffe is the last of this
group.
There are several next-generation singers living in the area who are high-profile in the folk world,
regularly perform around the country, and have extensive discographies. These singers are a great
example and are very active in promoting and handing on folk song and music. The East Peak is
fortunate indeed in having their enthusiasm and talent so near at hand.
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Folk / Traditional Singers
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

Many talented singers/musicians live locally.

Age of ‘indigenous’ singers.

Second- and third-generation recognise and value the
tradition.

Some of the above do not recognise the value of the
contribution they could make and are reticent about
performing outside their friendship group.
Younger singers may move from area as work dictates.

Opportunities – external

Threats – external

Wealth of talent in area taking traditions into schools.

Financial threats to festivals/concerts means singers may
not be supported.

May be other pockets of local material waiting to be
uncovered.

General public attitude to ‘folk’ may deter young adults
from specialising in this genre.

Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project (not including folk
clubs, covered in section 4.2.3):
13.02.09-DT,FTS,FM,PE-EPTPP Event 1 Penistone Farmers Market-PV
On a freezing February morning, the project hosted Paul and Liz Davenport, well-known faces in the
East Peak although they are singers based in Maltby. They have published a book music collected by
Reginald Gatty of the Ecclesfield Gatty family.
13.03.15-17-FTS,GF-Soundpost Singing Weekend-Dungworth,Bradfield-PA
Recordings of the informal pub sessions involving participants in this weekend of singing workshops,
lectures and masterclasses in the folk tradition. Recordings from this weekend also included excerpts
from workshops on ballads (run by Paul and Liz Davenport), shanties, and industrial songs (both run
by Tegwen Roberts).
13.03.22-FTS,FM-Folkus & The Fullers-The Waggon & Horses Oxspring-PVL
Folkus, a young local folk band supported by The Fullers (Barnsley based) entertained an audience
with traditional and self-penned material. The appreciative audience, who had braved a heavy
snowfall to see them, were fuelled with pie and peas to see them home.
13.04.12-FTS,FM-Pippa Noble,Paul&LizDavenport,WillHampson&BryonyGriffith-Shepley Coach
House-VL
This concert, in support of Shepley Spring Festival, was re-scheduled due to heavy snowfall on the
original date. Pippa Noble stepped in for husband Will who had a prior commitment on the
rearranged date.
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13.04.20-FTS,FM-Sing for St.George-The George,Upper Denby,PA
A mixed singaround and tunes session arranged and MC’d by Steve Robinson to celebrate St.
George’s Day.
13.04.25-FM,FTS,SE-Grinah (ex- Crazy Crow)-The Huntsman,Thurlstone,PVA
On a quiet session evening, Grinah who were born out of a former band Crazy Crow, and chose their
new name during the evening, sang self-penned and other songs. The new lineup is Pete Hart on
guitar, fiddle, and mandola; Martha Hart on vocals; Dave Markham on guitar, mandola, ukelele and
vocals; Chris Barber on uilleann pipes, whistles and accordion; and Tom Markham on percussion.
13.05.17-19-DT,FM,FD,FTS,GF,CH,PE-Shepley Spring Festival , EPTPP Event2-Shepley-PVL
The festival played host to many professional, semi-professional and amateur folk and traditional
singers, including Pippa and Lydia Noble, Lady Maisery, She Shanties and Shepley Singers. A feature
of Shepley is the showcasing of young, emerging and more established talent. Several recordings
were made, and full details are included in the recording archive.
13.06.10-FM,FTS,DT,PE-Feast Peak Meets the Mediterranean,EPTPP Event 3-Wentworth
Castle,Stainborough-PV
In an EPIP exchange with Italy, the EPTP project hosted Sheffield-based band Rumracket, led by Val
Huzzard, who entertained Italian guests with shanties. Italian performers also provided
entertainment.
13.06.19-DT,FTS,FM,PE,GF-East Peak Outdoors Festival Launch,EPTPP Event4-Penistone Cruck BarnPV
The EPTP project hosted Folkus and Rafters Ukuleles at this open event.
13.06.20-FTS,FM-Sing as part of East Peak Outdoors Festival-The George,Upper Denby-A
A mixed singaround and tunes session followed a walk round the area led by Steve Robinson. Pie
and peas refreshed the company before the serious business of the evening began.
13.07.09-IN,LC,FTS,WT,XNY,AT-Interview - Gordon Hoyland mostly re-carolling-Home-PA
Gordon Hoyland touches on traditional singing in this interview.
13.07.18-21-FTS,FM,GF-Bradfield Trad. Music Weekend-Dungworth&Bradfield-PAL
This annual weekend of music, song and workshops follows the success of the English Country Music
Weekend 2003, held at Edgemount Farm in High Bradfield and organised by Mark Davies. The
recording is of the informal pub get-togethers on Thursday evening and Friday lunchtime.
13.07.24-SE,FTS,FM-Session with String Theory-Wharncliffe Arms,Wharncliffeside-PV
In a relaxed evening, String Theory (Pete Swift and Sarah Greenwood) and other attendees sang
songs in folk and other styles.
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13.09.14-DT,FTS,FD,PE,GF,HT-Various Artists,Penistone Show,EPTPP Event 6-Penistone-PV
The project hosted well-known traditional singers John Bowden and Vic Shepherd, Folkus, and also
Toby Burton and Libby Driscol who are members of Chris McShane’s singer/songwriter group.
13.10.06-HT,FTS-Harvest Sing-Rivelin Hotel-PAL
Held, strictly speaking, just outside the East Peak area, this newer tradition is now in its twentieth
year. It is included because it grew out of the East Peak carolling tradition and has to some extent
replaced the more traditional Harvest Festival for participants. Popular Methodist hymns are sung
with some ‘carols’ and other appropriate songs.
13.11.16-FC,FTS-Chris While & Julie Matthews at Wortley FC-The Venue Stocksbridge-PV
Wortley Folk club hosted a concert on the last date of Chris While and Julie Matthew’s autumn tour.
Living in Penistone, Chris and Julie were the winners in the Best Duo category of the 2009 BBC Radio
2 Folk Awards.
13.11.21-FTS,IN,HS-Will Noble Interview-Home-PA
An interview with East Peak based traditional singer Will Noble.
13.11.30-FC,FTS-Royal Traditions Will Noble,Hector Andrew-Royal Hotel,Dungworth-PA
This Royal Traditions singers’/folk evening (MC Jon Boden) starts with tunes and ‘house’ songs
before invited guests Will Noble and Hector Andrew share songs and memories of “The Old Days”
respectively. The latter, less structured part of the evening is a free-for-all of solos and local carols,
finishing with ‘Diadem’. Due to being recorded in an open bar there is some background noise.

4.3

Dance Teams

Pecsaetan – May Day Morning near Dungworth

There are five or six traditional dance teams based in the East Peak area and one team that takes its
name from a village in the area. Of these, four are Sword Dance teams – Grenoside Sword Dancers,
Kirkburton Rapier, High Green Sword Dancers and Six Jolly Miners Sword Dancers. Based at
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Langsett, ‘Mr. Fox’ perform at night using fire. Silkstone Greens are a Women’s North West Morris
Team (with some male musicians) who practice in Dodworth, Barnsley.
Grenoside Sword Dancers, a team with a lineage of more than 150 years, are the group with the
longest history who can most strongly be termed ‘Traditional’. They are one of a handful of dance
teams in the United Kingdom that can legitimately use the term. Their dance was collected and
notated by Cecil Sharp in 1910 and is included in his book the Sword Dances of Northern England
(1911). They traditionally dance on Boxing Day, when they dance outside the Old Harrow PH in
Grenoside. This is followed in January by the ‘Traipse’, which visits surrounding communities. This is
a revival of the house visiting and collecting custom carried out by the team in the early part of the
twentieth century.
The next oldest team is Kirkburton Rapier Dancers (KRD) who have been performing since 1974.
Although no notation of this exists, their dances are a revival of a custom documented as taking
place in Kirkburton in the early 19th century. Although now copied by others, KRD’s repertoire is
unique to the team, their dances having been invented by the team. KRD’s local annual day is New
Year’s Day when they dance in Kirkburton and surrounding villages and are well supported by the
communities of these places.
Mr. Fox was founded in 1994. They dance with fire torches while wearing fox masks and hooded
tunics and use artefacts containing fire as well as stage effects. Their style draws from a variety of
sources including Morris Dances, Ritual Drama and Fire Festivals from both the UK and Catalonia.
The team was created to ‘…put the mystery and disguise element back into British Folk/Ritual
Dance…’ and with the specific location, the village of Langsett, in mind. The group name is taken
from the use of the name Fox that is found widely in the Upper Don Valley and also because of the
mysterious and cunning nature of the animal. Both creators, and a number of the group’s members,
live in and work in the EPIP area. The group is supported by the local pub, the Waggon and Horses,
which hosts their annual calendar performance, the Night of the Hunter’s Moon (the first full moon
after the harvest moon, which is the full moon nearest the autumnal equinox). The team also
perform at festivals and other events nationwide. Mr. Fox rehearse at Langsett Barn and are unique
in the UK.
Silkstone Greens, although they practice at Dodworth, Barnsley, take their name from a coal seam
(in the EPIP area) that runs beneath the area where they practise. Founded in 2007, the women
dancers perform North West Morris which is not indigenous to the East Peak area and can be seen
nationwide and abroad. They draw their membership from as far afield as Manchester and
Nottingham. They have a mixed gender band.
Started in 2009 and based in High Green, Sheffield, Six Jolly Miners are an occasional peripatetic
longsword team with membership drawn from quite a large area. The dance started life intending to
be a second dance for the Grenoside Sword Dancers (GSD), but ultimately became a new team with
dancers joining from outside GSD. The dance itself was partially designed to push the uniquely GSD
tradition of longswords in clogs into new directions, but also to reintroduce some of the figures
which used to be part of the Grenoside sword dance, as notated by Cecil Sharp in 1910. They
perform as and when they have dancers and music available to do so but have been active in 2013.
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High Green Sword Dancers started in 2012 and is the only regularly active children’s team in the East
Peak. Their teacher Ashley Powell has tailored and adapted the figures to the abilities of ten-yearolds. The team was created out of the Westwood project initiated by the Six Jolly Miners sword
dance team, in which a number of local community groups in High Green were brought together to
commemorate the 150th anniversary of a mining accident in the village in 1862. Music is provided
by John Bowden. Both Ashley and John are also involved in Six Jolly Miners and Grenoside Sword.
The children’s longsword consists of figures from both these dances.
It is also noted that Scissett First School Morris Dancers performed at Shepley Spring Festival. This is
a group supported by White Rose Morris Dancers, but little else is known about the team.
A key threat to the teams based in the East Peak area is lack of money. Most teams are self funding,
relying on subscriptions taken from members; collections taken from the public; and small
fees/payment in kind made by Galas and suchlike. These sources of revenue are affected by the
ongoing recession.
Other perceived threats to the continued existence of the above-named teams are both youth and
age. The High Green children’s team will continue involving new members with every school intake
but, as the pupils move on to secondary school, it is likely they will lose interest in Sword Dancing.
Recruitment of adults is difficult and age becomes an issue as the current older team members
become less physically able to dance; this applies to Grenoside Sword Dancers, Kirkburton Rapier
Dancers and Six Jolly Miners.
The quantity and quality of existing archives is variable and fairly basic. Some material is known to be
in private, inaccessible collections. There are plans to house the extensive archive of the late Ivor
Allsop of Barnsley in the Goathland Reading Room, under the auspices of the Sword Dance Union.
High Green Sword Dancers have no publicly available video footage; this may relate to child
protection issues.
The East Peak area is also a popular destination for several other teams based outside the area.
These teams perform at venues within the East Peak throughout the summer months, often at
regular annual ‘spots’, and form an essential part of the character of the area during the summer .
These include Pecsaetan Morris, Boggarts Breakfast Border Morris, Lord Conyers Morris Men, Green
Oak Morris Men, White Rose Morris Men, Five Rivers Morris, Yorkshire Chandelier Women’s North
West Morris, Slubbing Billy’s North West Morris, Magpie Border Morris, Rhubarb Tarts Molly
Dancers, Barnsley Longsword Dancers, and Handsworth Traditional Sword Dancers.
Shepley Spring Festival has a strong dance base and attracts teams from a far wider area - including
York, Goathland, Telford and Northampton.
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Strengths – Internal

The Dance Team Tradition
Weaknesses – Internal

The Sword Dance Tradition and Mr. Fox are strongly
identified with the East Peak area and their local
communities

The increasing age of the existing dancers which will, in
future years, limit their ability to perform. This especially
applies to participants in the adult Sword Dance Teams.

The teams are well known in their immediate areas and in
the case of Grenoside Sword Dancers, Kirkburton Rapier
and Mr. Fox are associated with specific geographical
locations.

Difficulty in recruiting younger dancers as Folk Dancing,
especially team dancing, is not considered ‘cool’. In the case
of High Green Sword Dancers, it is unlikely that most will
continue dancing when they move to secondary school.

There are 5/6 active teams in the area

In the case Of High Green Sword Dancers their dependence
on one member of school staff (a teacher), who runs the
team, and volunteer musicians.

Mr. Fox has eleven members less than thirty years of age.
Those involved in the teams are fairly tightly knit groups
and seem to form ‘communities of dance’. Friendships, and
other shared interests, appear to hold many of the teams
together.
Opportunities – external
Teams, similar to High Green Sword Dancers, being set up in
schools, both primary and secondary (ref. Scissett First
School Morris Dancers)
Teams being offered, and accepting, more ‘non-traditional’
paid bookings such as performances at weddings and
Christmas Fairs.
Teams raising awareness of their existence and need for
members by publicising themselves more widely out of the
folk music and dance scene and running/appearing at
promotional events.

Difficulty in recruiting musicians to play for the
performances.
Almost exclusively reliant on fees and collections to offset
team running costs.
Threats – external
Less money being collected from the public at dance-outs
due to the present economic climate.
Fewer Folk Festival bookings for teams due to the funding
and sponsorship for these being cut. Also, limitations now
placed on the number of free passes to these events being
issued.
Less interest in the adult population, as a whole, in all
aspects of our Folk culture making it unlikely many of them
will be interested in seeking out and joining a team.
Health and safety issues that limit teams’ ability to perform
in public areas they traditionally use.

Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
#2013 Dance Repertoire Mister Fox
Recordings of the Mr. Fox dance repertoire in 2013 were made during performances in the area,
supplemented by pre-project recordings of two dances not danced in the East Peak in 2012/13.
#2013 Dance Repertoire Silkstone Greens.
Recordings of dances from the Silkstone Green repertoire made at Shepley Spring Festival and team
practice. Despite considerable efforts it was not possible to record the full team repertoire during
the project.
The full Kirkburton Rapier Dancers repertoire was recorded on 15/7/13 (see below). The dances of
Grenoside Sword Dancers, Six Jolly Miners and High Green Sword Dancers were recorded in full on a
number of occasions during the project (see below).
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12.12.26-XNY,DT-Grenoside Sword etc.-The Old Harrow, Grenoside-PV
On a bright sunny morning, the traditional Boxing Day dance of Grenoside Sword and invited teams
Lizzie Dripping, Maltby Phoenix Sword Dancers, and High Green Sword Dancers, and also an
unidentified step dancer.
12.12.30-XNY,DT,FD-Barnsley Sword & Green Dragon Mummers-Spencer Arms, Cawthorne-PV
Barnsley Longsword come from the town of the same name and perform the dances of the Yorkshire
area. This danceout was part of their annual post-Christmas tour, and the team was joined by Green
Dragon Mummers. (www.facebook.com/barnsley.longsword )
13.01.01-XNY,DT-Kirkburton Rapier Dancers-The George Inn,Kirkburton-VP
The Kirkburton Rapier Dancers (www.kirkburtonrapier.co.uk/ ) are a Huddersfield-based team who
perform their own dances in the Yorkshire Longsword tradition. The team came into existence in
1974, the revival of a custom carried out in Kirkburton Village early in the 19th century. They were
recorded at one spot of their traditional New Year’s Day dance tour and photographs taken at an
indoor venue.
13.01.12-XNY,DT-Grenoside Traipse-Grenoside & surrounds-V
Video of Grenoside Sword Dancers’ annual Traipse. In 2013 it began at High Green Miners’ Welfare
Hall and included an invitation performance at Cubley Hall following an appearance there the
previous summer. High Green Sword Dancers joined them for the first part of the day.
13.02.08-DT,IN-Ray Ellison interview re- Grenoside Sword Dancers-PA
Oral history of Ray's joining Grenoside, 'apprenticeship' as musician, and history of Grenoside
Traipse
13.02.09-DT,FTS,FM,PE-EPTPP Event 1 Penistone Farmers Market-PV
The project hosted High Green Sword Dancers who bravely stripped to shirt sleeves on a very cold
February morning.
13.04.03-DT-Fay Hield Teaching event-The Royal,Dungworth-PVL
Several Sheffield dance teams performed at dusk outside the Royal Hotel, Dungworth, to provide
fieldwork opportunities for students of Dr. Fay Hield (local resident, folk singer and Teaching
Associate in Ethnomusicology at the University of Sheffield). Recording includes indoor
performances by newly-formed dance team Sheffield Steel Rapper
(www.facebook.com/sheffieldsteel.rapper) and HTSD’s Derby Tup (see recording 12.12.05XNY,LC,FD-Carols+HTSD Mummers- The Huntsman,Thurlstone-PVAL)
13.04.27-DT-Kirkburton Rapier at Marsden Cuckoo Day-Tunnel End,Marsden-PV
The East Peak’s Kirkburton Rapier danced outside the area at this annual event which celebrates the
return of the Cuckoo - herald of spring. The recording was made as an early opportunity to start
collecting the full team dance repertoire.
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13.05.01-DT,MT-Pecsaetan & Sheffield City Morris,May Day Morning-nr Dungworth-PV
On a cold but bright May Day morning Sheffield-based Pecsaetan, together with Sheffield City Morris
danced the sun up on a deserted stretch of road overlooking Damflask reservoir before retiring to
The Royal for a well-earned breakfast. Pecsaetan dance Cotswold Morris and were formed in 2001.
The dancers are all female but the team includes male musicians (www.pecsaetan.co.uk/). An allmale team dancing in the Cotswold style, Sheffield City Morris was formed in 1975 with the aim of
making Morris dancing an entertaining urban spectacle; they mix traditional dances with their own
‘Medup’ creations. (www.citymorris.f9.co.uk/).
13.05.04-DT-White Rose 60th Birthday Dance Tour-Various-PV
One tour of three on this Day of Dance came into the East Peak. The teams involved were Southport
Swords, a men’s team (www.southportswords.org.uk/); Persephone, a women’s team who dance in
the North West Clog Morris style (www.persephonemorris.co.uk/); Leeds Morris
Men (homepages.which.net/~bob.price/lmm/) an all-male Cotswold Morris team; and
Clogarythm (www.crimple.demon.co.uk/clogarhythm.htm) who perform clog dances from
Westmorland, Lancashire and the North East. The venues used were the White Horse, Emley (no
audience); the Cherry Tree, High Hoyland (again, no audience); and Cannon Hall, Cawthorne where
there was a good dance site with a fair number of people watching. The groups then went back to
Huddersfield to join their hosts, White Rose Morris Men and other teams, for a joint display.
13.05.17-19-DT,FM,FD,FTS,GF,CH,PE-Shepley Spring Festival , EPTPP Event2-Shepley-PVL
Shepley Spring Festival hosted mass dance displays on both Saturday and Sunday, the Demon Barber
Clog Competition, and the Scissett First School Morris Dancers took part in the Schools Showcase. No
other dance teams from the East Peak performed at the Festival. Among the teams performing at
this festival were: Black Adder (www.blackadder.totalserve.co.uk/); Duke’s Dandy Clog
(www.dukesdandyclog.btck.co.uk/); Pecsaetan (see above); Boggart’s Breakfast Border Morris
(www.boggartsbreakfast.org.uk/); Earlsdon Morris Men (North West clog dancers –
(www.earlsdonmorrismen.org.uk/theside.html); White Rose Morris Men
(www.whiterosemorrismen.org.uk/); Goathland Plough Stots (www.goathlandploughstots.co.uk/)
Pastorets of Catalunya; Rivington Morris (www.rivingtonmorris.org.uk/) Mons Meg Rapper Dancers
(monsmegrapper.btck.co.uk/); Silkstone Greens (North West Clog Morris — female dancers and
mainly male musicians)
13.05.23-DT-Yorkshire Chandelier & Barnsley Longsword-Travellers Inn,Oxspring-PV
A joint evening dance out on a bitterly cold and grey May evening. Yorkshire Chandelier is a
women’s team from South Yorkshire, founded in 1975. They perform a variety of dances, mostly
from the North West of England, and also perform a number of recently-composed dances. On
Thursday evenings throughout the summer they can be found dancing around pubs in South
Yorkshire. Barnsley performed longsword dances outside the pub then inside performed a rapper
dance which was mainly for fun, as some were inexperienced in that particular dance.
(www.yorkshirechandelier.org.uk/Yorkshire_Chandelier/Welcome.html).
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13.05.29-DT-Lord Conyers Morris Men-The Commercial,Chapeltown-PV
An all-male team, Lord Conyers Morris Men from Sheffield dance Cotswold Morris and Rapper
(www.lordconyers.org.uk/Welcome.html). Due to torrential rain during the evening dancing was
moved from the Beer Garden into the bar, before the team moved on to another dance spot outside
the East Peak.
13.06.10-FM,DT,PE-Feast Peak Meets the Mediterranean,EPTPP Event 3-Wentworth
Castle,Stainborough-PV
The project played host to Sheffield Steel Rapper (www.facebook.com/sheffieldsteel.rapper) who
stunned the Italian guests with their high-pace Rapper dancing. Rapper sword (also known as
the "Short Sword" dance) is a sword dance variation which emerged from the pit
villages of Tyneside in North East England, where miners first performed the tradition.
13.06.15-GF,DT,BB,MT-Grenoside Gala,High Green Sword,Loxley Silver Band-Grenoside-PV
High Green Sword and Grenoside sword entertained audiences on their home turf at the gala.
13.06.18-DT-White RoseMM & Pecsætan-Wortley Mens Club-PV
A lovely evening, and a quintessential Morris dance out, with excellent performances by both teams.
White Rose Morris are a men’s team from Huddersfield, who dance in the Cotswold style.
13.06.19-DT,FTS,FM,PE,GF-East Peak Outdoors Festival Launch,EPTPP Event4-Penistone Cruck BarnPV
The project hosted High Green Sword Dancers at this EPIP event.
13.06.22-BB,GF,FM,DT-Dodworth Gala & Miners Memorial-V
The procession to the site of the memorial includes several banners and Maltby Phoenix Sword
Dancers, the last sword team in the UK to be associated with a working pit. After the dedication,
Maltby Phoenix, Six Jolly Miners and associated musicians and singers performed at the gala which
followed the unveiling of the Miners’ memorial. Six Jolly Miners often perform in communities which
have a mining heritage. In 2012 the team organised the Westwood project, which commemorated
the 150th anniversary of an accident in High Green where six miners died. The names of the miners
are recited by the team as they come on to dance. Materials from the project can be found in the
project archive at #Westwood colliery memorial 2012.
13.07.02-DT-William Morris & Pecsaetan-The Norfolk Arms,Ringinglow,PV
In a joint dance out at the southern limits of the East Peak, a lovely dance site had to be abandoned
only a short way into the dancing when the heavens opened. The bar however, wasn’t abandoned!
William Morris are a small mixed-gender side from south Sheffield who dance only in this area (no
web site). They draw their repertoire from the Cotswold tradition.
13.07.09-DT-Five Rivers MM, Pecsætan, Sheffield Steel Rapper-Old Horns, High Bradfield-PV
A three-team evening dance out in a beautiful spot which ended with a mixed team dance.
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Five Rivers Morris was formed in 2008 so are quite a new, but already well reputed, team. They
perform dances from a variety of the Cotswold traditions and have very recently (Nov 2013)
appeared on ‘Look North’ (www.fiveriversmorris.org.uk/)
13.07.15-DT-Kirkburton Rapier Dancers & Slubbing Billy-Woodman Inn, Thunderbridge-PV
Another classic joint Morris evening at a very welcoming pub. In a performance specially arranged
with the EPTPP, Kirkburton Rapier danced their full sword repertoire at this dance out. Slubbing
Billy’s, a mixed gender team, dance North West Clog Morris. (www.slubbingbillys.co.uk/)
13.07.29-DT-Wakefield Morris & Boggart's Breakfast-Fox & Hounds, Newmiller Dam
This recording was made out of the EPIP area to catch Boggart’s Breakfast, a Border Morris team,
who had performed within the East Peak on May Morning but did not wish to be recorded on that
occasion. They were guests of Wakefield Morris Dancers (www.wakefieldmorris.com/) who dance in
the North West style with a mixed gender team.
13.09.14-DT,FTS,FD,PE,GF,HT-Various Artists,Penistone Show,EPTPP Event 6-Penistone-PV
On a wonderfully sunny day, the project played host to, among others, Grenoside Sword and High
Green Sword Dancers with a specially laid on performance area.
13.10.05-DCC,FM,DT-Ceilidh with 6JM & GSD-Grenoside Community Centre-PVL
Band members left the stage to take their places with Six Jolly Miners and Grenoside Sword to
provide entertainment during the interval prior to the serving of pie and peas. Six Jolly Miners’
members Hazel and Chris Metherall also played some pipe tunes. (Chris is the keeper of Garland
Films, which document English Traditional Music, Dance and Song. Films include the Festivals of
Village Carols held in the same Community Centre, and Grenoside Sword Dancers
http://www.garlandfilms.co.uk/orderform.pdf).
13.10.19-DT,AT-Mister Fox, 19th Hunters Moon, Langsett-PV
Mister Fox managed to find a clear weather window between torrential downpours to dance their
traditional ‘home’ gig which starts the winter dancing season, The Night of the Hunters Moon. 19
years old in 2013.
13.11.15-BB,DT,AT-Cawthorne Fire Festival-Cawthorne-V
Silkstone Greens and Mister Fox perform at the third autumn Fire Festival. Barnslsey Long Sword and
Wath Morris also performed but were not recorded due to performance being split across two sites.
13.11.24-DT,AT,IN-Interview about the creation of Mister Fox-Langsett Barn-V
An interview with Sarah Eykyn, founding member of Mister Fox about the creation and early days of
the team, along with Anita Carr and Gordon Watts, long standing team members.
13.11.28-DT,IN-Interview with Silkstone Green's Melanie Barber-Church Hall-V
Founder member of the dance team Melanie Taylor talks about Silkstone Greens including the
creation of the team.
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4.4

Regular Ceilidhs /Dances

Stocksmoor Folk Dance Club

Regular organised folk dances / ceilidhs take place at a number of venues, mainly in the south of the
EPIP area – Deepcar, Chapeltown, Wharnside and Grenoside. These are mostly coordinated by Folk
in South Yorkshire (FISY), and are appear to rely on a few key individuals for their organisation. There
is no evident archive.
The Dance/Ceilidh Club Tradition
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

Regular programme of dances

Activity focused in the south of the EPIP area

Strong support from FISY and a number of key individuals as
callers and organisers.

Predominantly older participants

Some dances feature guest callers and musicians.
Opportunities – external

Threats – external

Improved publicity of dances to increase participation.

---

Promote health benefits
Could act as a ‘feeder’ for more formal performance dance
teams.
Create stronger links with live musicians rather than often
relying on CDs for music.
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Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project (INCLUDING BARN
DANCES and CEILIDHS):
13.07.04-DCC-Mainly English Dance workshop with Trevor Monson-Deepcar Village Hall-PV
A workshop on how to perform Playford, Contra and some recently-written dances. Run by Trevor
Monson on a monthly basis.
13.07.07-DCC-Strawberry Dance-Deepcar Village Hall-PV
A one-off afternoon of Playford and Contra dancing to recorded music with various callers, finishing
off with strawberries and cream for all! Run as part of Folk in South Yorkshire
(www.fisy.freeserve.co.uk/Groups.html) with mainly the older age group in attendance.
13.09.07-DCC-Ceilidh with No Mean Feet for Sporting Penistone-Penistone Leisure Centre-PV
Barnsley-based ‘No Mean Feet’ played and called for a ceilidh to raise funds and celebrate the
reopening of the Penistone Leisure Centre gym by ‘Sporting Penistone’, part of the Penistone and
District Community Partnership. Sporting Penistone took on running the centre after it was closed
due to local authority budget cuts.
13.10.05-DCC,FM,DT-Ceilidh with 6JM & GSD-Grenoside Community Centre-PVL
This is a good example of a community ceilidh, held to support the restoration of the Old Grenoside
Reading Room and aided by local folk performers. The band comprised John Bowden and family
together with Ray Ellison of Grenoside Sword Dancers. The caller was Vic Shepherd, John’s wife and
daughter of Dick Shepherd, a member of Grenoside Sword and Fool well-known in the folk revival of
the 1950s and 60s.
13.10.22-DCC- Stocksmoor Folk Dance Club-Stocksmoor Village Hall-PV
Joining a very welcoming group, a regular club evening was recorded with calling by Eileen
Randerson. Project facebook coverage of this evening led to new participants becoming involved.

4.5

Folk drama, Poetry and Storytelling

Christine Goodwin, Dialect Poet

The most notable current example of performance tradition in this category is mummers’ plays.
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Dating back to the Middle Ages, Mummers’ plays are traditional British folk plays performed around
Christmas and at other times of the year as ‘pace eggers’, or ‘soulcakers’, all concerned with birth
and death and the fight between good and evil. The principal characters date from the Crusades,
and often feature St George, or ‘King George’, The Fool and The Doctor.
In the East Peak there has long been a tradition of Mummers plays; a school mummers play in
Thurstonland dating from 1980 is documented at
http://www.huddersfield1.co.uk/huddersfield/huddsthurst.htm#egg. Also there is vague memory of
the Inbirchworth Tup, although no other information is available at the current time.
Two plays from the East Peak have been recorded and still survive. One was published by Pearce and
Co of Gibraltar Street, Sheffield. The other was written by Juliana Horatia Ewing, daughter of
the Reverend Alfred Gatty, vicar of Ecclesfield. It was first published in 1884 to satisfy enquiries from
the readers of her earlier sentimental story The Peace-Egg. A compilation of several versions, it was
widely republished and disseminated. It found its way to the West Indies, where the St.Kitts and
Nevis Mummies perform it to this day.
There are two current examples of mumming:


Green Dragon Mummers are a relatively new team associated with Wortley and perform a
variant of a Penistone Play, which is a St. George play.



Handsworth Traditional Sword Dancers, although not based in the area, quite often perform
in the East Peak. They have now revived the Old Tup play from the old tradition of house-tohouse performance in Handsworth, now performing the play in pubs and similar venues.

Research suggests storytelling and poetry do not feature large in performance traditions in the East
Peak. Further information may be available from Dr. Simon Heywood, who has researched the
storytelling tradition in the area.
With regards poetry performance, ‘The Poetry Fireside Hour’ at The Monkey, Thurgoland, started in
2007 although there is no evidence as to whether or not the poetry performed has any traditional
roots in the area. Additionally, there are also active poetry groups in both Penistone and Denby Dale.
Art in the Park are also active in the area and has established three poetry trails in Penistone, Denby
Dale and Stannington, and poetry groups are active in Penistone and Denby Dale.
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Folk Drama Poetry and Storytelling Tradition
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

Mummers: Performers of this tradition tend to come from
Morris/sword dancing teams as a by-product of those
activities. These groups have a strong lineage and links to
the community, including the wider folk community, so
although the activity is minimal today, it stands a chance of
surviving as long as it is passed down within those
communities.

Mummers:

Opportunities – external

Threats – external

Mummers: Raise profile on community websites remumming and how to get involved.

Communities may increasingly consider mumming a relic of
the past with waning relevance.

Develop and perform mummers’ plays in schools, possibly
as an alternative / supplement to the usual nativity play.

Closure of pubs and loss of traditional pubs.

Suffers from lack of awareness and publicity
Struggles to interest younger generations that are not
growing up with a sense of community and so are losing
touch with traditions such as this.

Poetry & Storytelling – create stronger links between poetry
and storytelling groups and local schools which should show
strong synergies.

Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
FOLK DRAMA
12.12.05-XNY,LC,FD-Carols+HTSD Mummers- The Huntsman,Thurlstone-PVAL
The Derby Tup was performed by Handsworth Traditional Sword Dancers at this new local carols
session.
12.12.21-XNY,LC,FD-Carols+Green Dragon Mummers-Old Red Lion,Grenoside-V
Green Dragon Mummers performed the Penistone Play at this established local carols session.
12.12.30-XNY,DT,FD-Barnsley Sword & Green Dragon Mummers-Spencer Arms, Cawthorne-PV
The Penistone Play was performed at this year-end dance out by Barnsley Longsword.
13.05.17-19-DT,FM,FD,FTS,GF,CH,PE-Shepley Spring Festival , EPTPP Event2-Shepley-PVL
Bradshaw Mummers, a well-established Street Theatre Group who perform newly-penned plays in
the mumming tradition, were seen in a number of spots at Shepley Spring Festival
13.09.14-DT,FTS,FD,PE,GF,HT-Various Artists,Penistone Show,EPTPP Event 6-Penistone-PV
The project played host to Green Dragon Mummers, who entertained (and probably slightly
perplexed) the Penistone Show crowds with a number of performances.
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POETRY / MONOLOGUES
13.04.24-PM-Poetry Fireside Hour-The Monkey,Thurgoland-PV
An evening of mostly self-penned poetry in a pub that no longer runs as a normal pub, but still
periodically hosts this evening. However, the meetings are not well publicised. This evening was coordinated especially for the EPTPP.
13.06.22-PM,GF-Penistone Poets on Penistone Poetry Trail-PV
As part of the East Peak Outdoors Festival, and on a very blustery day, a group of the Penistone
Poets walked the Penistone Poetry Trail and performed the poems on the trail plaques. The group is
led by local historian John Hislop.
13.09.27-CH,PM-Millhouse Green MVC-St. Saviours Church,Thurlstone-PVA
During a concert by the Millhouse Green Male Voice Choir, Mike Goodwin performed a couple of
excellent monologues.
13.10.10-FC,PM-Pie Crust Folk Club-Pie Hall,Denby Dale-PV
As part of a folk club evening, monologist ‘Martin’ performed recitals (17mins 50secs and 1hr
10mins).
13.10.26-CH,PM-Penistone Ladies Choir-St. Andrews Church,Penistone-PVAL
Performing as a soloist, dialect poet Christine Goodwin recited self-penned poetry, and also pieces
by the late Neville Roebuck.
13.11.04-FC,FM,PM-Fountain Folk-The Fountain Inn,Ingbirchworth-PV
As part of a folk club evening, a poet (unnamed) recited a mixture of self-penned and other material.
Part 1 – 23:00 mins, 1:04:15 mins, 1:43:00 mins, Part 2 – 16:00mins
STORYTELLING
No new recordings under the project. The project team sought opportunities to record storytelling;
however no recording opportunities were found.
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4.6

Handbell and Change Ringers

Ecclesfield Handbell Ringers, Gatty Hall

There are five live handbell ringing teams in the East Peak area. These vary from active teams, such
as Ecclesfield and Stannington Handbell Ringers, to teams with a very low profile such as Bradfield
Dungworth Ringers.
Ecclesfield HBR have performance and training teams and ring in the traditional Yorkshire Method
‘off the table’ style. Stannington HBR also have a junior team (‘Shooting Stars’) and welcome new
members.
The bells used by the former Thurlstone Bell Orchestra are stored at the primary school. Efforts
during the project to re-kindle interest in a Thurlstone team were wholly unsuccessful, however,
toward the end of the project the head teacher has expressed interest in hosting a children’s team if
suitable support could be found.
The only active team with any notable archive is Ecclesfield HBR, who have recorded three CDs.
There are eleven church towers with change ringing bands in the East Peak area, four of which
highlight that they would welcome / are seeking new members.
All Hallows, Kirkburton and in particular Ecclesfield Church Bell ringers have notable training
facilities.
All Saints, Silkstone, ring in the traditional local style known as Cartwheel or Closed Leads, which
used to be prevalent in South and West Yorkshire on six bells, but has now largely been superseded.
They also try to keep alive many of the local methods including ringing methods named Silkstone
Delight, Snowdrop, Duke of York and Woodbine - all traditional methods which are fast disappearing
in the wider ringing community. It is understood that Emmanuel, Shelley and All Saints, Cawthorne
also still ring in a cartwheel style.
Whilst many ringers are in the older age bracket, some surprisingly young children also ring. St.
John’s, Penistone, boasts three twelve-year-old ringers alongside their eighty-three-year-old tower
captain, and All Saints Silkstone has at least one ringer in their twenties.
No archive of church bell ringing in the area was found.
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The Handbell and Change Ringing Tradition
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

Several handbell and church bell ringing teams in the area

Predominantly older team members (but with some
younger members)

Training in handbell and church bell ringing in area.
Many teams have a very low profile.
At least one church bell team performs the locally
traditional cartwheel style, largely lost elsewhere.

Opportunities – external

Threats – external

Improve local awareness to attract new members.

Falling church attendance

Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
HANDBELL RINGERS
13.06.22-HBR,CH-Ecclesfield HBR & Grenoside Singers-Gatty Hall Ecclesfield-PVAL
With guests Grenoside Singers, Ecclesfield Handbell Ringers performed in concert with Musical
Director Hazel Bradey.
13.10.07-HBR-Shooting Stars Junior Handbell Ringers-Stannington Methodist Church-V
The junior team in rehearsal play a variety of music, including a complicated-looking swapping game.
13.10.14-HBR,LC-Stannington Handbell Ringers-Stannington Methodist Church-V
The senior ringers rehearse, including a first run-through of some local carols for Christmas
performance.
13.11.05-IN,HBR- Interview Hazel Bradey of Ecclesfield HBR-PAL
Hazel Bradey, Musical Director of Ecclesfield Handbell Ringers, gave an interview looking back at her
history in handbell ringing, and its possible future.
13.11.27-HBR-Thurlstone Hand Bells-Thurlstone Primary School-P
Photographs were taken of artefacts from the Thurlstone Bell Orchestra on display at Thurlstone
Primary School.
CHANGE RINGERS

13.07.22-CR-All Saints Ringers-All Saints Church, Silkstone-PVAL
The band were recorded in practice. Tower captain Phillip Charlesworth.
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13.08.31-IN,CR-All Saints Ringers-Cartwheel Ringing-All Saints Church,Silkstone-PVA
In a ring arranged especially for the East Peak Traditional Performance Project, a specially-formed
band rang a quarter peal in the traditional cartwheel style. This required former All Saints ringers
from further afield to return for the afternoon.
13.10.17-CR-St. Johns Penistone Change Ringers-Penistone-PV
The band were recorded in practice, ringing the now more common open lead style of ringing.
Generations apart, 83-year-old tower captain David Micklethwaite, who has rung for 70 years, rang
alongside a 12-year-old ringer.

4.7

Musicians’ and Singers’ Sessions

‘Grinah’ at the Huntsman, Thurlstone

Sessions are regular participative meetings of singers and/or musicians to play and/or sing
traditional music, usually in a pub setting. They are normally less formal than folk clubs.
Desktop review suggests there are six sessions running in the area, with a further two sessions just
outside the EPIP area at Jackson Bridge and Berry Brow. There is a mixture of traditional folk music
sessions, a drumming circle and a ukulele group.
Compared to nearby Sheffield, there are very few sessions in the East Peak area. They are mostly
reliant on key individuals and/or local performers to ‘make them happen’ and they can often fade
away if such individuals cease to be involved for whatever reason (e.g. English Instrumental Session
at The Royal, Dungworth). Additionally, sessions are often reliant on (and dominated by) a number
of longstanding regulars for their continued existence.
Information on sessions in the area, and to a lesser extent folk clubs, is relatively limited, thinly
spread across a number of sources and sometimes conflicting or inaccurate (e.g. Filofolk, South
Yorkshire Folk, Yorkshire Folk Arts, Kirklees Council). This can make it hard for potential newcomers
to ‘break in’ to the scene.
There is no significant archive of sessions in the area.
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The Musicians’ & Singers’ Sessions Tradition
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

Several sessions in the area.

Poorly publicised with thinly spread and sometimes
conflicting and inaccurate sources of information.

Strong local talent base.
A number of committed individuals and performers who
‘drive’ and form a focus for sessions (and folk clubs).

Reliance of sessions on a number of key ‘traditional
performance friendly’ venues
Reliance on key individuals/organisers to maintain activity.

Attract a wide age range of participants
A lack of ‘new blood’ joining sessions (/ folk clubs).
A number of key pubs / venues which strongly support
traditional performance.

Common public perception as ‘beard and finger in ear’ can
put people off taking part. Established groups can also
come across as unwelcoming.

Opportunities – external

Threats – external

Improved publicity of sessions (/ folk clubs) could tap into
potential performers / enthusiasts currently unaware of
activity.

Ongoing high closure rate of pubs, with people increasingly
staying at home.

Development of traditional music groups in schools

Conversion of traditional pubs to chain / theme / dining
pubs with sports television and similar, less well suited to
sessions / folk clubs.

Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
13.04.25-FM,FTS,SE-Grinah (ex- Crazy Crow)-The Huntsman,Thurlstone,PVA
A recording made on a quiet but pleasant session night at The Huntsman. The re-formed group who
run the session agreed a new name, ‘Grinah’ during the evening.
13.05.07-SE,FM-Rafters Ukuleles-Waggon & Horses, Oxspring-PV
A recording of a regular mixed playing and teaching ukulele session led by Chris McShane in the
Rafters Bar.
13.06.18-FM,SE-Royal Concertinas,Talk-The Royal,Dungworth-PA
A recording of an evening at the Royal Concertinas which mixed a presentation regarding the history
of the concertina with some playing. Plans to record a later more typical session foundered when
none took place before the end of the project.
13.06.23-FM,SE-Pennine Rumblers, Mid-summer drum-PV
A drumming and percussion session held by the Pennine Rumblers (organised by Ian Addison) to
celebrate midsummer. Ironically (but appropriately for Penistone) the venue had to be changed
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from the Royd Moor viewing point to the Penistone market barn due to wild, wet and windy
weather.
13.07.24-SE,FTS,FM-Session with String Theory-Wharncliffe Arms,Wharncliffeside-PV
A relaxed evening mixing musicians and singers in a session led by String Theory.

4.8

Festivals and Galas

Penistone Mayor’s Parade & Gala

Whilst not ‘performances’ in their own right, many festivals/galas play host to and are key venues
for traditional performance, and as such are included in this review. Additionally, many
festivals/galas are strongly traditional calendar events in their own right. The spreadsheet listings are
ordered by the month in which they normally occur.
There are twenty-eight notable galas and festivals taking place through the year in the EPIP area,
with the majority taking place in June and July. These vary considerably in nature and size. Events
such as Shepley Spring Festival and the Penistone Show are major milestone events in the East Peak
year, attracting multiple thousands of visitors from within and without the area, whereas others
such as the Farnley Tyas Summer Festival and Cumberworth Carnival are much more ‘local’
community-based celebrations and may not happen every year.
Many of these shows support local traditional performers such as brass bands, choirs and dance
teams. Additionally there are a considerable number of festivals which specifically support
music/performance and traditional music performance:
Music/Performance Festivals - General


Penistone Spring Music Festival



Bradfield Festival of Music



Cawthorne Summer Concerts



Penistone Competitive Music Festival

Music/ Performance Festivals – Traditional


Soundpost Singing Weekend



Shepley Spring Festival
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Worrall Folk and Ale Festival



Penistone Festival of Folk (not run in 2013)



Bradfield Traditional Music Weekend



Birdsedge Village Festival



Soundpost Fiddle Weekend (new in 2013)



Cawthorne Fire Festival

Some events such as the Penistone Agricultural Show have a very long history, whereas others such
as the Penistone Festival of Folk and Thurlstone Gala are much more recent additions to the
calendar, with Stocksbridge Festival and Soundpost Fiddle Weekend new in 2013.
Funding for events is largely reliant on standholder fees, sponsors, ticket sales and in some cases
local community grants. Most events are held partially or wholly outside and can be heavily
impacted upon by poor weather as was the case in 2012, with many events being re-scheduled or
cancelled altogether; this can have severe financial implications for events. Weather-wise, 2013 was
a much more successful year for festivals.
Festivals and Galas
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

Popular calendar events in local communities and for larger
events, incoming visitors.

Reliance on external finance to fund events.

Can attract strong community support for organisation /
setup.

Smaller community events are often heavily reliant on a
small number of committed individuals to make them
happen, and loss of key individuals can make events nonviable.

Community galas and festivals offer good local venues for
many traditional performers
Strong base of traditional performance-based festivals in
area.
School age music festivals / competitions support the
development of the next generation of local musicians.
Opportunities – external

Threats – external

‘Market’ festivals and galas to traditional performers to
improve awareness of these events (particularly smaller
events) to create more performance opportunities and also
recruitment opportunities.

Security of finance and sponsorship in an economic
downturn.
Poor weather causing cancellation or forced re-scheduling
of events.

Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
12.12.07-XNY,GF,BB,CH-Deepcar BB, Waldershelf Singers-Stocksbridge Xmas Market-PV
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A traditional Christmas market, such as that seen in several communities in the East Peak, with
music from Deepcar Brass band and songs from the Waldershelf Singers.
13.03.15-17-FTS,GF-Soundpost Singing Weekend-Dungworth,Bradfield-PA
Founded by Dr. Fay Hield in 2011, Soundpost aims to “explore traditions of the British Isles, develop
practical skills with thinking attached, and … firmly recognise the value of entertainment”. It attracts
a wide variety of participants to its mixture of sessions, workshops, ‘masterclasses’ and academic
content. Recordings from this weekend include general ‘open’ sessions together with excerpts from
the workshops on ballads (run by Paul and Liz Davenport), shanties, and industrial songs (both run
by Tegwen Roberts).
13.05.06-MT,GF-Maypole at Hoylandswaine Mayday Gala-PV
An annual traditional village gala to celebrate Mayday, which featured Maypole dancing and the
school choir.
13.05.17-19-DT,FM,FD,FTS,GF,CH,PE-Shepley Spring Festival , EPTPP Event2-Shepley-PVL
Probably the premier annual folk festival in the East Peak during the year featuring song, dance,
music and talks / workshops. The EPTP project had a stand at the festival and made multiple
recordings detailed in the recording archive.
13.06.09-GF-Penistone Mayor's Parade-Penistone-PV
A major event in the Penistone calendar, the Mayor’s parade, which featured floats and other local
organisations, was recorded on a beautiful June day. The float competition with the theme of
‘Children at Play’ was won by Springvale Primary school with their ‘Toy Story’ float. The festivities
continued in the afternoon with the Penistone Gala.
13.06.15-GF,DT,BB,MT-Genoside Gala,High Green Sword,Loxley Silver Band-Grenoside-PV
A traditional annual village parade and gala which featured Loxley Silver Band, High Green and
Grenoside sword dancers and a traditional Gala Queen crowning. This is a remnant of an event
which used to feature much more traditional performance, with visiting dance teams and a special
processional dance by ladies down the main street.
13.06.19-DT,FTS,FM,PE,GF-East Peak Outdoors Festival Launch,EPTPP Event4-Penistone Cruck BarnPV
The first East Peak Outdoors Festival promoted and celebrated walking, cycling and riding. The EPTP
project was present at the festival launch and hosted a number of local performers.
13.06.22-BB,GF,FM,DT-Dodworth Gala & Miners Memorial-V
A traditional annual village parade and gala which in 2013 was preceded by the unveiling of a
miners’ memorial. In 2013 the gala featured Dodworth Colliery Brass band, Maltby Phoenix Sword
Dancers and Six Jolly Miners.
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13.06.22-PM,GF-Penistone Poets on Penistone Poetry Trail-PV
A walk and readings as part of the East Peak Outdoors Festival.
13.06.29-GF-Millhouse Green Scarecrow Trail,Around village-P
An annual village event which in 2013 took the theme “Musicals”, with some fantastic scarecrows on
display. Because of conflicting timings, not all the scarecrows were photographed.
13.07.13-CH,GF-Unity Voices of Marsden-Birdsedge Village Festival-PV
A significant annual festival for traditional performance, in 2013 featuring several local bands in
addition to Unity Voices, who were recorded.
13.07.18-21-FTS,FM,GF-Bradfield Trad. Music Weekend-Dungworth&Bradfield-PAL
This annual weekend of music and workshops follows the success of the English Country Music
Weekend 2003, held at Edgemount Farm in High Bradfield and organised by Mark Davies. The
recording is of the informal pub get-togethers on Thursday evening and Friday lunchtime.
13.09.14-DT,FTS,FD,PE,GF,HT-Various Artists,Penistone Show,EPTPP Event 6-Penistone-PV
The principle annual agricultural show in the East Peak, the show had a lucky weather break of warm
sunny weather sandwiched between two wet and windy days. The show was busy and offered a
wide range of attractions including Thurlstone Brass Band and Frumptarn Guggenband (neither
recorded). The EPTPP had a stand and performance area and hosted several local and traditional
performers which were recorded, and introduced forms of traditional performance not seen at the
show in recent years.
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PART B – ‘A Year in the East Peak’

The second section considers key performance traditions which take place through the calendar year
in the East Peak. It focuses on the key festivities and celebrations which take place through the
seasons, starting with Easter. It does not list all the festivals and galas which have been considered
in the previous section, although some key calendar events are included.
This review is split by festivities / celebrations, which follows the same order as the tabs in the
accompanying spreadsheet (purple tabs). As for part 1, an overview is given for each category
followed by a tabulated SWOT analysis and a listing of recordings made in that category during the
project.

5.1

Easter Traditions

Penistone Flour Ceremony

Few performance traditions have been identified in the East Peak associated with Easter.
Easter Bonnet Parade (EB). Children from Penistone St John the Baptist Primary school infant section
make/decorate their own bonnets and parade around the town wearing them. Whilst a relatively
low-key event, this is a strong and established tradition, introduces children to the idea of ‘tradition’
and reflects much grander community processions such as the Whit Walks of the past. A current
Whit walk in Cawthorne, was discovered only after the event had taken place in 2013.
The Penistone Flour Ceremony (PFC) is a remnant of a traditional English act of charity, bequeathed
in years past by a member of the community. In 1559 local landowner William Turton bequeathed a
legacy to ensure "the poor of the parish of Penistone" should be given a bag of flour every Good
Friday. He decreed that the sum of 16 shillings and eight pence was to be spent every year to buy a
quart of rye to be given to the poor. An ancient board in the tower of Penistone Parish Church refers
to this legacy. This event is held annually on Good Friday (in 2013 on 29th March) at Penistone St.
John’s Church. A church service is followed by the giving bags of flour to local school children by the
Mayor of Penistone. This takes place in the Sensory Garden of the lower graveyard. This type of
‘ceremony’ is found in several parts of the UK in different forms. In Kent there is the Biddenden
Dole, in Hampshire the Tichborne Dole; at Easter there is the distribution of Maundy Money by the
Monarch. The event can be thought of as unique as there are few examples of this celebration still
taking place and certainly no others in the East Peak area. The nearest is the throwing of the bread
buns from the Parish Church Tower in Wath-upon-Dearne.
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Strengths – Internal

Easter Traditions
Weaknesses – Internal

Both events occur in a community setting – a school and a
church.

EB – reliant on interested members of staff for its
continuation.

Both events are supported by the church, the parishioners
and by the congregation.

PFC - Not well publicised

Both events involve children, teaching a new generation
about tradition.
Opportunities – external

Threats – external

Wider publicity of both events, particularly the flour
ceremony. (In Wath the ceremony is now part of Wath Folk
Festival)

EB - Health and Safety legislation could interfere with the
Easter Bonnets being paraded through the town.

Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
13.03.29-ET-Penistone Flour Ceremony-St. John the Baptist Church,Penistone-PV
Father David Hopkin made bread in the church with children before the ceremony. He went on to
show the board setting out the dole and explained the tradition. Father David and the Mayor of
Penistone Town Council, Harry Barron, then distributed bags of flour to children and passers-by on
the steps to the churchyard, including some slightly perplexed motorists accosted by the Mayor!
13.04.10-ET-St. Johns Easter Bonnet Parade-St.John's Primary School-Penistone-V
The event had to be rescheduled from 22nd March due to heavy snow which closed the school. With
ice still on the ground two weeks later, the re-scheduled event was restricted to a parade around the
school grounds rather than around Penistone as normal, but proceeded with the usual jollity, noise
and display of colourful bonnets!

5.2

May Traditions

Hoylandswaine Primary Maypole Dancers

Of the Easter traditions identified, some are only recently established but one tradition dates back to the
Middle Ages.
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Hoylandswaine May Day Gala (HMDG) – an Annual May Gala is held in Hoylandswaine. This takes Place on the
cricket field and in the Village Hall and includes many stalls and family entertainments. The Gala line up has
previously included Maypole dancing, and performances by Hoylandswaine School Choir and Deepcar Brass
Band.
Dancing the Sun up on May Day morning (DTSU) - Pecsætan, an all-female Cotswold Morris team from
Sheffield, dance to welcome in May Day. They dance at Sunrise at approximately 5:15am at Corker Lane,
Dungworth, near Sheffield, overlooking Damflask Reservoir. This does not happen every year but did in 2013.
This is a revival tradition adopted by the group and many teams throughout the UK have adopted this practice
in recent years. Boggarts Breakfast, a Border Morris team also from Sheffield, danced the sun up at Higger Tor
in the East Peak in 2013 but declined to be filmed.
Spaw Sunday (SS) - Held annually on the first Sunday in May at Gunthwaite Spa (in 2013 on the 5th May at
2:30 pm), this is a very old tradition of taking (drinking) sulphurous spa waters at local springs for their alleged
curative and restorative properties (if taken before noon), as a tonic after a long winter, and to mark the
passage from winter to spring. Pilgrims brought bottles or cups, and "supped" the water, supposed to come
from a nearby silver mine, and danced and sang at the edge of the waters. Gunthwaite Spa lies two miles
north of Penistone. It was common in the past for a band to turn up, and these days Thurlstone Brass Band
now organise the event, providing refreshments and music. A collection is taken on their behalf.
Well Dressing – there was for a number of years a Well Dressing in Penistone which was held in late May or in
June, and was the only example of this Derbyshire Tradition in this part of Yorkshire. It last took place in 2008,
and its demise is thought to be associated with the supportive mayor of Penistone leaving office.
May Queen - formerly a popular part of Mayday celebrations, a girl was selected from the local community to
be the May Queen and to preside over celebrations. A gala queen is still crowned at Grenoside Gala, although
this takes place in June some time after May Day.

Strengths – Internal

May Traditions
Weaknesses – Internal

HMDG
- a committee run community event gives it stability.
- self-funding event.
DTSU – a new tradition developed by a community of
dancers who are friends and enthusiasts for wider tradition.
SS – a community event supported by a local Brass Band,
and fixture in the local calendar.

DTSU
- reliance on a small group to perpetuate the tradition
- sometimes conflicts with other calendar events for the
team meaning it doesn’t occur every year.
- not well publicised
SS
- tied to the availability and fortunes of Thurlstone Brass
Band
- not well publicised

MQ – forms part of a popular local gala

Opportunities – external

MQ
Not now widely practised.
Threats – external

SS and DTSU – wider publicity for the events.

No specific threats identified

MQ – introduce as a feature of other established events
such as the Penistone Mayors’ Parade
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Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
13.01.12-IN,MT-John Roper talking about Spaw Sunday-NA-V
Local character John Roper briefly discusses his recollections of Spaw Sunday.
13.05.01-DT,MT-Pecsaetan & Sheffield City Morris,May Day Morning-nr Dungworth-PV
On a fine but cold morning the teams danced the sun up before retiring to The Royal Hotel,
Dungworth, for breakfast.
13.05.05-BB,MT-Spaw Sunday with Thurlstone Brass band-Gunthwaite spa & dam-PV
Members of Thurlstone Brass Band, complete with cake and tea stall, gathered by the roadside on a
sunny afternoon to entertain an impromptu crowd. Some brave souls sampled the smelly waters of
the spa.
13.05.06-FM,MT,The Good Egg Band-The Penistone Line Partnership Folk Train-PV
One of a number of music trains organised through the year by the Penistone Line Partnership, the
packed folk train, complete with real ale bar, ran from Huddersfield to Sheffield and back. The Good
Egg Band and other musicians played and sang, and there was maypole dancing on the train and at
Sheffield station!
13.05.06-MT,GF-Maypole at Hoylandswaine Mayday Gala-PV
On a lovely May afternoon, this traditional annual gala hosted Maypole dancers from the village
primary school.
13.06.15-GF,DT,BB,MT-Genoside Gala,High Green Sword,Loxley Silver Band-Grenoside-PV
Whilst some time after May Day, the gala had a display of Maypole dancing by local school children,
and also crowned a gala queen.

5.3

Whitsuntide

Whitsuntide used to be marked by the buying of new clothes which were then shown on Whit
Sunday/Monday. Church and chapel congregations joined with brass bands to parade to an open-air
venue (usually a park) where hymns would be sung. This was often followed by a church tea and
sports/games (e.g. egg-and-spoon races). This tradition has now been all but lost, last being
commonly celebrated in the 1970s-80s for which available information is limited. A current Whit
walk in Cawthorne was discovered by the project only after the event had taken place in 2013. The
annual Easter Bonnet at Penistone St John the Baptist Primary School reflects the processional
aspect of the Whit Walks of the past.
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Whit Traditions
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

A visible affirmation of faith for participants

Associated with church communities in a time of
falling church attendance

Opportunities – external

Threats – external

Possible resurgence of interest in community singing
to revive the tradition

Falling church attendance
Whit Monday moved to Spring Bank Holiday - out of
step with the Church calendar
Increased affluence means it is no longer a big
occasion for new clothes
Competing attractions

Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
No new recordings under the project. The project team sought opportunities to record Whit Walks
or similar; sadly, no recording opportunities were identified in the timescale, although a Whit Walk
at Cawthorne was subsequently identified. However, Whit traditions are briefly mentioned in the
following interview:
13.07.09-IN,LC,FTS,WT,XNY,AT-Interview - Gordon Hoyland mostly re-carolling-Home-PA

5.4

Harvest Traditions

Harvest Sing, The Rivelin Hotel, with donations on the piano

Research identified only three notable harvest traditions in the East Peak area, one relatively recent
and two very old.
A Harvest Sing at the Rivelin Pub has been running for some 20 years, grew out of the local carols
tradition and is unique to the area. This event remains popular.
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A service is held in St. James Church, Midhopestones, to bless the wells/waters of St. James’ and
Potter’s Wells in Midhopestones, followed by procession to each well to bless the waters. Such well
blessings are very old, although the exact age of this specific tradition is unknown. Loxley Silver Band
has played at this service for a number of years. In 2013 folk musicians (organised by the EPTPP)
were also invited to play prior to the service and at each of the wells.
The Penistone Agricultural show is 140 years old and is the major country show in the area. It allows
the farming community to showcase its produce and often plays host to traditional performers such
as local brass bands. This tradition continue to thrive, but now has a highly commercial side to it and
has doubtless lost some of its traditional significance.
Harvest Traditions
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

Penistone Show: highly popular landmark event in the East
Peak year

Harvest Sing: some may be deterred by the religious
content of the songs

Harvest Sing: strong association with the carolling
community

Well Blessing: declining church attendance

Well Blessing: a significant date in the local church calendar.
Opportunities – external

Threats – external

Penistone Show: chance to showcase a wider range of
performance traditions in the area.

None identified

Harvest Sing: opportunity to publicise and widen idea to
other pubs (cf new carols sessions)
Well Blessing: to increase the profile of the blessing in the
wider church community.

Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
13.09.14-DT,FTS,FD,PE,GF,HT-Various Artists,Penistone Show,EPTPP Event 6-Penistone-PV
This major annual agricultural show was well attended and blessed with good weather. Thurlstone
Brass Band played at the show and the EPTPP had a stand and performance area, hosting several
local and traditional performers. The performances were well received, and represent a reintroduction of traditional performance to the show which, other than brass bands, has not been
seen in recent years.
13.09.15-HT,FM,(BB)-Well Blessing-St.James,Midhopestones-PVL
On a wild, wet and windy day, the church service took place with music from local folk musicians
(arranged by the EPTPP) and Loxley Silver Band. Procession to the wells followed, with music from
the folk musicians. Loxley Silver band did not want to be recorded on this occasion.
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13.10.06-HT,FTS-Harvest Sing-Rivelin Hotel-PAL
Strictly speaking just outside the official East Peak border, this now well-established ‘new’ tradition
attracted participants from a wide area. An ever-increasing array of informally donated raffle prizes,
displayed on top of the piano, reflects traditional Harvest offerings – produce, fruit, flowers, bread,
cakes. The was a mixture of group singing and solos appropriate for the season.

5.5

Autumn Traditions

Mister Fox, Night of the Hunter’s Moon, Langsett

Autumn traditions have now in general become highly commercialised and homogenous across the
country, with traditional house visiting performances such as Cakin’ Neet having been lost.
However, a still relatively young performance tradition, ‘The Night of the Hunter’s Moon’ danced by
the Mister Fox dance team grows in popularity year on year, attracting crowds of several hundred to
Langsett from across the UK to see this firmly-established calendar event. A further new autumn
tradition (now three years old) is Cawthorne Fire Festival which hosts traditional performers such as
brass bands, mummers and local dance teams, in addition to a fire lit procession.
Other autumn traditions are considered below, and in some cases these may offer opportunities and
venues for performances by traditional performers.
5.5.1

Cakin’ Neet

Historically, this was a custom of children visiting houses in disguise to solicit food or money around
All Souls’ Day (November 2nd). This tradition more recently has consisted of adults in fancy dress
visiting pubs in the south of the EPIP region, sometimes collecting money for charity, but has now
died out.
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Cakin Neet
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

Unique to area

Not widely known - not publicised

Opportunities – external

Threats – external
Competition from Trick-or-Treating and homogenisation
across the country.
Landlords unwilling to grant entry
Indifference of general public

5.5.2

Halloween

October 31st, All Hallows’ Eve, had a reputation as a night on which ghosts, witches and fairies are
especially active. Historically, many superstitions were associated with the night and some equate it
with Samhain, the pagan Celtic festival of the dead.
Nowadays it has become a highly commercialised and Americanised occasion in which children
dressed as witches, ghouls, or other horror-type characters visit houses in disguise to solicit sweets
or money.
Now more commonly known as 'Trick or Treat' following American influence, it has eclipsed the
older local house visiting custom of Mischief Night (November 4th) when tricks would be played by
children and youths on neighbours.
Halloween
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

Children enjoy this modern house visiting custom.

Connection with witches etc. has led some church groups to
question its desirability
Due to being strongly driven by commercial interests, local
distinctiveness has been lost

Opportunities – external

Threats – external

Community groups can arrange additional activities around
the theme and may provide additional performance
opportunities for some teams. E.g. Mr. Fox have previously
danced for ‘Sheffield Fright Night’, a Halloween carnival.

The perceived safety of children visiting house to house
impacts on the willingness of parents to let their children
take part.
The house visits can be unwelcome to some in the
community.
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5.5.3

Bonfire Night

“Remember, remember, the fifth of November;
Gunpowder, treason, and plot;
I see no reason why gunpowder treason
Should ever be forgot”.
Lighting of bonfires and fireworks to celebrate the failure of the Gunpowder Plot in 1605. The small
family bonfires common in the mid-twentieth century have largely been replaced by much larger
events, often part of a community or commercially-linked activity, e.g. held by a pub or farm
enterprise. Tickets are sold for admittance, and there may be supplementary entertainment.
The day used to be preceded by groups of children with a home-made dummy Guy, often in a
pushchair or similar, soliciting money e.g. outside shops or pubs, ostensibly to pay for fireworks.
There is also some evidence to suggest this was a house visiting custom in the area. This largely died
out in the late twentieth century.
Bonfire Night
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

Widely known and popular with adults and children

Costly

Can be undertaken as a small family group or a larger
organisation. Health and Safety legislation increasingly
favours large organised events.

Opportunities - external

Threats – external

‘Build a Guy’ competitions, similar to scarecrow
competitions elsewhere.

Can be affected by weather (as in 2013)

May provide additional performance opportunities for
some traditional performance teams. E.g. Mr. Fox, Brass
Bands

Guying – parents unwilling to let children out unsupervised;
increased affluence makes begging for firework money
unnecessary, as does the alternative of organised displays.
It may become increasingly socially unacceptable to burn
effigies.

Recordings in this traditional performance category (Autumn Traditions) made during the project:
No current Cakin’ Neet activities were identified, but an old photo of Cakin’ Neet celebrations was
found in The Royal Hotel, Dungworth, and can be found in the recording archive at ‘#Other Records’
13.07.09-IN,LC,FTS,WT,XNY,AT-Interview - Gordon Hoyland mostly re-carolling-Home-PA
Gordon Hoyland briefly discusses Mischief Night.
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13.10.19-DT,AT-Mister Fox, 19th Hunters Moon, Langsett-PV
A now-established autumn tradition which has been celebrated for nineteen years, Mister Fox
danced at the Waggon and Horses, Langsett, on the Night of Hunters Moon, followed by a musicians’
session in the pub afterwards.
13.11.02-AT-Penistone Bonfire Night-Penistone Show Ground-PL
On a very wet and windy night some cowardly photos of the fireworks organised by Penistone
Round Table were taken from an upstairs bedroom window. The glow of the bonfire could be seen
(despite the pouring rain!), and the fireworks went sideways in the wind!
13.11.15-BB,DT,AT-Cawthorne Fire Festival-Cawthorne-V
At the third anniversary of the festival, footage was captured of Cawthorne Brass Band, Silkstone
Greens dancers and Frumptarn Guggenband precedes shots of the torchlight procession. This leads
to a finale featuring a performance by Mister Fox, a first at this venue. Green Dragon Mummers,
Barnslsey Long Sword and Wath Morris also performed but were not recorded on this occasion.
13.11.24-DT,AT,IN-Interview about the creation of Mister Fox-Langsett Barn-V
An interview with Sarah Eykyn, Anita Carr and Gordon Watts of Mister Fox about the creation and
early days of the team and The Night of the Hunters Moon.

5.6

Christmas and New Year Traditions

The Langsett Forestry Christmas Tree, Thickwoods Lane

Overview: Christmastide and Boxing Day
Christmas is characterised by a mixture of old and more modern performance traditions, all of which
maintain strong popularity.
Popular old traditions still celebrated include local carolling, brass band performances, sword dance
and mumming plays in pubs, all of which are discussed in more detail in separate sections of this
report; all are reasonably archived. Hunts sings also still take place, but keep quite a low profile,
partly due to the political debate which still surrounds hunting with dogs.
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However, several old house visiting customs which were characteristic of the East Peak area and
which included a performance element have been all but lost. These included Jolly Minering, Letting
Christmas In, Wassailing and mumming house visits; other than documentation there is no
significant archive of these lost traditions.
Popular modern traditions include the switching on of community Christmas lights and Santa sleigh
runs, marking dates in the Christmas calendar. These modern traditions also often include older
elements such as brass band performances. A recent and increasingly popular tradition is the singing
of carols at a decorated forestry tree near Langsett reservoir (shown above).
Overview: New Year and Early January
New Year is less of a focus for traditional performance than Christmas. However, an annual sword
dance tour is still performed by Kirkburton Rapier on New Year’s Day, and is the only occasion on
which they apply blacking to their faces, presumably an echo of the disguise adopted by many old
‘cadging’ traditions around this date. The old house visiting custom of ‘Letting in the New Year’
which included performance of a traditional rhyme has been lost, and is not archived.
In early January Grenoside Sword also celebrate their annual Traipse where they dance at a number
of venues in the vicinity of Grenoside.
Christmas and New Year Traditions
Strengths – Internal

Weaknesses – Internal

All surviving performance traditions associated with the
seasonal period remain strongly popular, including a
number of old traditions such as local carolling, brass band
and sword team performances.

Seasonal performance traditions are becoming increasingly
‘passive’ with less active involvement of communities,
which increasingly take the role of an audience.

New performance traditions such as the Langsett Christmas
Tree are being created.

Opportunities – external

Threats – external

Teaching of traditional carols, and performance of
Mummers’ plays in schools

The ever-increasing commercialisation of Christmas and
associated homogenisation across the country leading to
loss of local distinctiveness.

Recordings in this traditional performance category made during the project:
12.11.28+12.12.2,9,12-XNY,LC-Carols-Royal Hotel Dungworth-P
A local carols session.
12.12.01-XNY-LC-Grenoside Festival of Village Carols-Community Centre-PV
Brief impressions of this well-documented and now established biennial Festival
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12.12.05-XNY,LC,FD-Carols+HTSD Mummers- The Huntsman,Thurlstone-PVAL
A new and well-attended local carols session, with a mumming play.
12.12.07-XNY,GF,BB,CH-Deepcar BB, Waldershelf Singers-Stocksbridge Xmas Market-PV
A traditional Christmas Market with a brass band and carol singers.
12.12.10-XNY,LC-Local Carols,Sportsman Inn,Lodge Moor-P
A local unaccompanied carols session.
12.12.14-XNY,LC-Grenoside Carols-Old Harrow,Grenoside-P
A local carols session accompanied by string band.
12.12.20-XNY,BB,LC-Deepcar & Oughtibridge Brass Bands-The Venue,Stocksbridge-PA
A Christmas brass band concert featuring popular and local carols.
12.12.21-XNY,LC,FD-Carols+Green Dragon Mummers-Old Red Lion,Grenoside-V
A local carols session, with a mumming play.
12.12.23-XNY,BB,LC-Thurlstone Brass Band-The Waggon&Horses,Langsett-V
Popular and local carols played in the bar of the Waggon & Horses.
12.12.23-XNY-Santa Sleigh (Round Table)-Bluebell Ave,Penistone-V,L
A now popular and well-established tradition in Penistone (and also Denby Dale). Santa in his sleigh
visits communities in and around Penistone in the week running up to Christmas, throwing sweets
for children and collecting for the work of the Round Table. The communities visited from early
December are Hoylandswaine, Oxspring, Silkstone, Wentworth Road and Rockside, Spring Vale,
Silkstone, Thurgoland and Green Moor, Ingbirchworth and Wellhouse Lane, Cubley, Millhouse Green
and Thurlstone, finishing just before Christmas in central Penistone.
12.12.26-XNY,DT-Grenoside Sword etc.-The Old Harrow,Grenoside-PV
A traditional Boxing Day dance out by Grenoside Sword and Guests
12.12.26-XNY-Rockwood Harriers-Upper Denby-P
A traditional Boxing Day hunt meet.
12.12.30-XNY,DT,FD-Barnsley Sword & Green Dragon Mummers-Spencer Arms, Cawthorne-PV
An end-of-year dance out by Barnsley Sword with guests the Green Dragon Mummers
12.12.30-XNY-Penistone Christmas Lights-Penistone Centre-PL
Shots of the Christmas lights in Penistone. The turning on of the lights is a popular tradition in early
December. Footage and shots from the 2013 celebration are also included in the archive.
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13.01.01-XNY,DT-Kirkburton Rapier Dancers-The George Inn,Kirkburton-VP
One spot in the traditional New Year’s Day dance tour by Kirkburton Rapier with photographs taken
at another venue.
13.01.01-XNY-Langsett Christmas Tree-Thickwoods Ln-P
Shots of the Langsett Christmas tree. A tradition which has become established in recent years, in
which the tree is mysteriously decorated in the run up to Christmas, and for which a poem has been
written (found hanging in the tree). It is believed that carol singing now takes place at the tree, but
this is not well publicised. Some elusive baubles can still be seen in the summer!
13.01.12-XNY,DT-Grenoside Traipse-Grenoside & surrounds-V
The traditional traipse celebrated annually by Grenoside Sword.
13.07.09-IN,LC,FTS,WT,XNY,AT-Interview - Gordon Hoyland mostly re-carolling-Home-PA
An interview in which the local carolling tradition is discussed.

5.7

Interviews

Gordon Hoyland

A number of interviews were conducted during the project. Some of these were general in nature
and considered a range of performance traditions, whereas others were specific to particular
performance categories. These are listed below:
13.01.12-IN,MT-John Roper talking about Spaw Sunday-NA-V
Local character John Roper briefly discusses his recollections of Spaw Sunday.
13.01.27-IN-Kate Atkinson Interview-Langsett Barn-A
A general interview about traditions in the area.
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13.02.08-DT,IN-Ray Ellison interview re- Grenoside Sword Dancers-PA
An interview considering Grenoside Sword Dancers and also High Green Sword Dancers
13.07.09-IN,LC,FTS,WT,XNY,AT-Interview - Gordon Hoyland mostly re-carolling-Home-PA
An interview about local carolling and other traditions.
13.08.31-IN,CR-All Saints Ringers-Cartwheel Ringing-All Saints Church,Silkstone-PVA
An interview about locally traditional cartwheel ringing.
13.11.04-IN,CH-Interview, Melvyn Dyson of Millhouse MVC-PAL
An interview about male voice choirs and Millhouse MVC in particular.
13.11.05-IN,HBR- Interview Hazel Bradey of Ecclesfield HBR-PAL
An interview about handbell ringing and Ecclesfield HBR in particular.
13.11.06-IN,BB-Interview Bob Eastwood of Thurlstone Brass Band-PA
An interview about the brass band tradition and Thurlstone and Hade Edge Bands in particular.
13.11.21-FTS,IN,HS-Will Noble Interview-Home-PA
An interview with a traditional singer about moving from Hunt Sings to wider participation in the folk
world.
Roger Hinchliffe declined to be interviewed, directing the project to a lengthy interview he had given
to the Yorkshire Garland song-collecting project.
13.11.24-DT,AT,IN-Interview about the creation of Mister Fox-Langsett Barn-V
An interview with Sarah Eykyn, founding member of Mister Fox about the creation and early days of
the team, along with Anita Carr and Gordon Watts, long standing team members.
13.11.28-DT,IN-Interview with Silkstone Green's Melanie Barber-Church Hall-V
Founder member of the dance team Melanie Taylor talks about Silkstone Greens including the
creation of the team.
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5.8

Folk Musicians

Musicians’ Session with Kat Hurdley, Shepley Spring Festival

The following is simple listing of recordings parts of which feature the playing of folk tunes without
singing:
13.02.09-DT,FTS,FM,PE-EPTPP Event 1 Penistone Farmers Market-PV
13.03.22-FTS,FM-Folkus & The Fullers-The Waggon & Horses Oxspring-PVL
13.04.12-FTS,FM-Pippa Noble,Paul&LizDavenport,WillHampson&BryonyGriffith-Shepley Coach
House-VL
13.04.20-FTS,FM-Sing for St.George-The George,Upper Denby,PA
13.04.25-FM,FTS,SE-Grinah (ex- Crazy Crow)-The Huntsman,Thurlstone,PVA
13.05.06-FM,MT,The Good Egg Band-The Penistone Line Partnership Folk Train-PV
13.05.07-SE,FM-Rafters Ukuleles-Waggon & Horses, Oxspring-PV
13.05.17-19-DT,FM,FD,FTS,GF,CH,PE-Shepley Spring Festival , EPTPP Event2-Shepley-PVL
Several recordings were made at this festival (see recording archive for details)
13.06.10-FM,FTS,DT,PE-Feast Peak Meets the Mediterranean,EPTPP Event 3-Wentworth
Castle,Stainborough-PV
13.06.18-FM,SE-Royal Concertinas,Talk-The Royal,Dungworth-PA
13.06.19-DT,FTS,FM,PE,GF-East Peak Outdoors Festival Launch,EPTPP Event4-Penistone Cruck BarnPV
13.06.20-FTS,FM-Sing as part of East Peak Outdoors Festival-The George,Upper Denby-A
13.06.22-BB,GF,FM,DT-Dodworth Gala & Miners Memorial-V
13.06.23-FM,SE-Pennine Rumblers, Mid-summer drum-PV
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13.07.18-21-FTS,FM,GF-Bradfield Trad. Music Weekend-Dungworth&Bradfield-PAL
13.07.24-SE,FTS,FM-Session with String Theory-Wharncliffe Arms,Wharncliffeside-PV
13.08.04-FM,PE-Social Piranhas at P&DCP Food & Craft Fair,EPTPP Event5-Langsett Barn,Langsett-PV
13.09.15-HT,FM,(BB)-Well Blessing-St.James,Midhopestones-PVL
13.10.05-DCC,FM,DT-Ceilidh with 6JM & GSD-Grenoside Community Centre-PVL
13.11.04-FC,FM,PM-Fountain Folk-The Fountain Inn,Ingbirchworth-PV
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Project promotional activities

The project undertook a range of promotional activities through the year to promote both the
project itself and traditional performance in the East Peak. These are summarised below:


Social Media

The project established a strong social media presence on Facebook
(www.facebook.com/YearinEastPeak) and twitter (@eptpp), achieving 200+ page likes and 67
followers respectively. A project email address. ‘eastpeaktraditions@gmail.com’ was also
established early in the project as an official point of contact for the project
Forthcoming events and project activities were regularly posted on the social media pages and
received regular feedback and likes.

The value of social media in connecting people with activities is nicely summarised in one Facebook
comment:
"After seeing this post last week we decided to go along. [Stocksmoor Folk Dance Club] What a great
night. Very friendly group. We will be going back. We stated dancing at a similar club years ago.
These clubs are great places for those looking to learn the basics or practice those
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steps/turns/swings away from the Ceilidh dance floor and to discover the fantastic variety of dances
our dance traditions have to offer."
The project team have a live and ongoing interest in traditional performance in the East Peak, and it
is hoped and intended that the Facebook and twitter pages will be maintained beyond the formal
project, and that an increasing amount of posts will come directly from other members of the
traditional performance community.


Project Events

Six events were delivered through the year. An aim of these events was to introduce members of the
public, who may not already be familiar with or involved in traditional performance, to the range of
traditional performance taking place in the East Peak. To this end four of six events took place at
venues and events with footfall from general members of the public, who may not have come across
the area’s traditional performance before. To support project events a range of promotional
materials were designed and produced:
o

A project banner

o

Two display boards with information on the project and the East Peak area.

o

A5 promotional fliers

o

Posters used to promote forthcoming project events.

o

Project Business Cards
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The six project events were:
o

9Th February 2013 – Penistone Farmers Market – Cruck Barn

At a venue with high footfall from the general public, the project exhibited an information display
and hosted singers Paul and Liz Davenport and High Green Sword Dancers. The stand attracted a
reasonable level of interest, and also established some key relationships for use later in the project
e.g. the owner of the Penpictorial website, the Penistone Show organisers, Chris McShane –
organiser of the Penistone Folk Festival and drive behind other folk initiatives in the area.
Additionally invitations were extended to have a presence at the Penistone Show and Penistone Folk
Festival; sadly the latter festival was cancelled due to a venue booking error.
Recordings from the event can be found at: 13.02.09-DT,FTS,FM,PE-EPTPP Event 1 Penistone
Farmers Market-PV
o

18th-19th May 2013 – Shepley Spring Festival

With a predominately folk tradition audience, the project exhibited an information display at the
area’s principle folk festival. The stand attracted a reasonable level of interest, shared information
on the area’s traditions and proved useful in finding out new information about traditions in the
area. Some new contacts were also established, for example, with the organiser of the Cawthorne
Fire Festival.

Recordings from the event can be found at: 13.05.17-19-DT,FM,FD,FTS,GF,CH,PE-Shepley Spring
Festival , EPTPP Event2-Shepley-PVL
o

10th June 2013 - Feast Peak Meets the Mediterranean – Wentworth Castle

EPIP invited the project to participate in the above event at Wentworth Castle, celebrating the area’s
food in an exchange with Italian guests. The project exhibited an information display and hosted
Sheffield Steel Rapper dancers and Rumracket, a Sheffield based folk band; both acts were very well
received by Italian and UK guests alike.
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Recordings from the event can be found at: 13.06.10-FM,FTS,DT,PE-Feast Peak Meets the
Mediterranean,EPTPP Event 3-Wentworth Castle,Stainborough-PV
o

19th June 2013 – East Peak Outdoors Festival Launch – Penistone Cruck Barn

At a venue with footfall from the general public, the project exhibited an information display and
hosted folk band ‘Folkus’, ‘Rafters Ukuleles’ and High Green Sword Dancers. Unfortunately, whilst
the performances were well received, the Festival Launch overall was poorly attended.
Recordings from the event can be found at: 13.06.19-DT,FTS,FM,PE,GF-East Peak Outdoors Festival
Launch,EPTPP Event4-Penistone Cruck Barn-PV
o

4th August 2013 – Penistone and District Community Partnership Food and Craft
Fair – Langsett Barn

At an event with high footfall from the general public, the project exhibited an information display
and provided entertainment from folk musicians ‘The Social Piranhas’. A reasonable number of
enquiries were received.
Recordings from the event can be found at: 13.08.04-FM,PE-Social Piranhas at P&DCP Food & Craft
Fair,EPTPP Event5-Langsett Barn,Langsett-PV
o

14th September 2013 – Penistone Agricultural Show – Penistone Showground

At one of the area’s highest profile annual events and a venue with high footfall from the general
public, the project exhibited an information display and hosted a number of performers: ‘Folkus’,
High Green and Grenoside Sword Dancers, traditional singers John Bowden and Vic Shepherd,
Green Dragon Mummers, and singer-song writers Toby Burton and Libby Driscol. Performance spots
were provided in the morning and afternoon and attracted a good level of interest, although
enquiries at the stand were limited.

Recordings from the event can be found at: 13.09.14-DT,FTS,FD,PE,GF,HT-Various Artists,Penistone
Show,EPTPP Event 6-Penistone-PV
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Other promotional activities

A range of other promotional activities took place through the year as outlined below:
o

Word of mouth has been a significant means of increasing awareness of the project
and its activities, and the project team members, the project steering group and
EPIP have all played a role in this.

o

A start-of-project press release was issued to a wide range of organisations and
noted as having been run by ‘Look Local’ and ‘Ecclesfield Parish Council’

o

An article about the project and the area’s performance traditions (see Appendix A)
was written and published by Stirrings and Tykes News, both important traditional
performance magazines in the area.

o

Gordon Watts gave two interviews to Penistone FM, at the start and midpoint of the
project.

o

Information about the project was posted on the ‘Penpictorial’ website throughout
the year.
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Key Venues and Key individuals

It is without doubt that a number of key venues and individuals play an important role in supporting
and helping to organise continued traditional performance activity in the area. Some of these are
summarised below, but the list is by no means exhaustive.

8.1

Key Performance Venues


The Royal Hotel, Dungworth – hosts traditional performance through the year including local
carols, Soundpost weekend activities, Royal Traditions singers’ club, occasional concertina
club meetings, Bradfield Traditional Music Weekend activities, evening danceouts, and oneoff events.



The Huntsman, Thurlstone – hosting local carols, mummers plays and a regular musicians’
session.



Pie Hall, Denby Dale – hosting the Pie Crust Folk Club and dances



The Old Horns, High Bradfield – hosting evening dance outs and supporting the Bradfield
Traditional Music Weekend.



The Plough, Low Bradfield – hosting local carols and acting as a Soundpost venue



The George, Upper Denby – hosting folk and traditional singing



Deepcar Village hall – the venue for regular Folk Dances.



Newton Hall, Chapeltown – regular Folk in South Yorkshire workshops and dances held here.

In addition to the above lists, the role of the many pubs throughout the area which continue to host
traditional performance such as local carols, folk clubs and sessions and evening dance outs should
not be undervalued. Without such willing and supportive venues, the opportunity for traditional
performance in the area would be much reduced.

8.2

Key Individuals


Chris McShane – a member of the Barnsley Music Service and very strong supporter of live
and traditional music in the area: organises and teaches Rafters Ukuleles, organiser of
Penistone Folk Festival, supported the creation of Folkus, runs a singer-songwriters group,
and runs the Barnsley Guitar and Folk Ensemble.



Dr Fay Hield – http://www.fayhield.com/ an academic in the field, folksinger and instigator
and organiser of Soundpost.



Jon Boden – http://www.jonboden.com/ a singer, musician, runs Royal Traditions club, a
founding member of Bellowhead, http://www.bellowhead.co.uk/ and teaches local carols to
schoolchildren in Dungworth,



Bryony Griffith - http://www.bryonyandwill.co.uk/ a music teacher, strong advocate of
schools’ performance, founder of community choir ‘Shepley Singers’, performer (singer and
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musician) with husband Will Hampson (dancer with White Rose Morris) and (both) with the
Demon Barber Roadshow/Lock In Dance Show http://www.thedemonbarbers.co.uk/
http://www.thelockindanceshow.co.uk/


John Bowden – local caroller, active member of Grenoside Sword, Six Jolly Miners, High
Green Sword, musician and singer; and Vic Shepherd, local caroller, singer, ceilidh caller and
long-term supporter of folk traditions in the area (Vic was instrumental in getting Grenoside
Sword Dancers featured on the nameplate at the end of Main Street).



Ray Ellison – organises the Grenoside string band and coordinated Grenoside carols,
member of Grenoside Sword Dancers and Six Jolly Miners, and a sometime ceilidh band
musician



Ashley Powell – an active member of Grenoside Sword Dancers and Six Jolly Miners,
instigator and teacher of High Green Sword and organiser of Grenoside Gala.



Trevor Monson – organiser of Playford/Contra workshops and Dances, a dance caller and
heavily involved with ‘Folk in South Yorkshire’ much of which happens in the EPIP area.



Simon Brock – an active member of the East Peak folk community as a change ringer at All
Saints, Silkstone, member of Green Dragon Mummers, and a caroller and organiser of carols
at the Huntsman, Thurlstone.



Prof. Ian Russell – long-time researcher, recorder and promoter of local carols and of local
singing (including hunt songs)

The above list should not detract from the efforts of many other less visible but highly committed
individuals who continue to support traditional performance in the area.
9

Thanks to Performers and Others

Huge thanks must go to all the varied performers and promoters who have supported the project
through the year, and have almost without exception allowed their performances and words to be
recorded for the archive; without such willingness there would be no archive.
Particular thanks must also go to the performers who have supported the project with a rich variety
of performance at promotional events for only modest fees or, in some cases, no fee at all.
A special mention also goes to James Broadhead (acting on behalf of Deepcar Brass Band), and Chris
McShane for loaning the project a generator and PA for the project’s Penistone Show event.
Thanks also go to EPIP for funding this project and the project steering group for overviewing and
guiding the project’s activity.
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10 Conclusions and Recommendations for further work
In an incredibly busy year the project has found and archived a great wealth and variety of
traditional performance which continues to take place in the East Peak, and which forms an essential
part of the area’s character. At the current time the majority of these traditions remain strong;
however, there is concern that the typical age of those involved in many traditions continues to rise,
often being late middle age or older. This raises concerns over the continued strength of many
traditions in the medium to long term.
Another point of note is that several traditions associated with the church have either faded away or
nearly gone, doubtless due to a move to a more secular society and the huge variety of leisure
activities now available. Other distinctive traditions such as Mischief Night have been subsumed into
commercially-driven festivities which are largely homogenous across the country.
The importance of getting children involved in their local traditions is without any doubt extremely
important in ensuring the survival of performance. Brass bands, and to a lesser extent dance teams
and handbell ringers, are already successfully recruiting the next generation. Other areas of
tradition, for example traditional and folk singing, do not show the same level of continuity. One
issue may be that much of this activity takes place in pubs where it is much harder for younger
children to be exposed to the traditions. The importance of schools in supporting local traditions is
clear as demonstrated by the High Green Sword dancers, Hoylandswaine Maypole dancers and
Scissett First School Morris Dancers. However, such school-based activities are often dependent on
individual members of staff with interests in a particular tradition. Nonetheless, the strength of this
approach has been demonstrated by the EPIP ‘Songs of our Industrial Heritage’ project. On the other
hand, an encouraging sign is the number of performances we have recorded involving young adults
in dance teams and sessions. The East Peak is especially fortunate in having several young, energetic
and enthusiastic professional folk performers living in the area who are dedicated to passing on their
passion to the next generation.
Below are a number of recommendations as to how continuity of traditions across generations
might be supported:
 School choirs should be supported in learning local carols, and further supported in
traditional singing styles.
 Efforts should be made to introduce traditional folk tunes into school music lessons and
concerts. Such melody tunes are often more engaging for children than standard teaching
pieces. Some provision is already made in this area through the Barnsley Folk Ensemble, but
this tends to cater for older students.
 Support should be given to the introduction of mummers’ plays alongside or instead of the
usual Christmas nativity plays.
 Further and more dedicated efforts should be made to re-kindle interest in a Thurlstone
Handbell Team. The bells of the former Thurlstone Bell Orchestra are still in storage at the
village primary school and late in the project the head teacher has expressed interest in
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hosting a childrens’ team if suitable support and expertise could be found. This might be a
single or cross school initiative.
To achieve the above ends, strong engagement with school music teachers and the music service is
essential, although the constraints of a National Curriculum are noted. An additional suggestion
would be the creation of a role to facilitate schools linking up with traditional performance groups
or, in some cases, individuals. Subject to the availability of funding, a ‘Performance Traditions
Coordinator’ could facilitate such links and also arrange specific activities to promote the uptake of
traditional performance by school age children in the East Peak.
With regards to the project archive, it is proposed that in addition to any national body which would
like to host the archive, due to obvious local interest further copy(s) should also be lodged at more
local archives such as the Neville Roebuck, Barnsley, Sheffield and West Yorkshire council archives.
Consideration should also be given to making the considerable amount of material available online,
an approach being adopted e.g. by the English Folk Dance and Song Society (incidentally, a project
involving the East Peak’s Dr Fay Hield - http://www.fayhield.com/the-full-english/).
The organisers of Shepley Spring Festival have asked for the project to be presented at next year’s
festival, and it is proposed that this invitation should be accepted. Additionally, the production of a
calendar using images from the project would be a low cost and easy way of celebrating traditional
performance which takes place in the East Peak.
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Appendix A
Article issued to and run by Stirrings and Tykes News Magazines during 2013
The East Peak Traditional Performance Project – “A Year in the East Peak”
A project by ‘Watts Energy and Environment’? So what’s that got to do with traditional
performance?
Well, Gordon Watts is the project manager and a team member of the above-named undertaking, so
his “professional” alter ego as an environmental consultant appears on project reports and the like.
But this is no faceless corporation!
Gordon is also a long-standing folk musician and dancer, and has the unenviable job of
coordinating Sarah Eykyn and me, Trish Bater, the other limbs of the three-legged stool which is
the project team. Sarah is well-known for her involvement with sides such as Yorkshire Chandelier
and Sheffield City Giants, not to mention other “related activities”, while I, a seasoned follower of
folklore and traditions, have achieved some notoriety as prop-forward at The Royal, Dungworth
during carolling season. Well over a century’s worth of relevant experience there then, despite the
name.
As for the East Peak, it covers an area from Higger Tor in the south, takes in the ‘villages’ west and
north of Sheffield, to Highburton in the north. It includes Dungworth, Bradfield, Ecclesfield,
Stocksbridge, Penistone, Denby Dale and Kirkburton. Shepley scrapes in, but Holmfirth doesn’t –
sorry!
In November 2012 the East Peak Innovation Partnership (EPIP) commissioned our team to deliver a
year-long project to “record, celebrate and promote the unique folk traditions” in the East Peak
area. There followed hours of discussion about what constitutes “folk”, “tradition” and
“performance”, let alone “unique” (readers can supply their own definitions here!) and several
promising areas of folklore such as oral culture, boundary walks and childlore, had to be excluded –
a year is just not long enough! In the end we agreed a fairly broad view of the brief so as to include
activities, such as brass bands, handbell ringing and choirs, which are strong traditions in the area
but are not necessarily counted under the “folk” umbrella. It was also agreed to include various
calendar events that, although not ancient, may be seen as traditions by future generations, such as
Hallowe’en and Christmas festivities which appear to have taken over from older customs. For
example, who out there has visited the mysteriously decorated Langsett Christmas Tree?
Sword dance and carolling are of course venerable and well-publicised traditions indigenous to the
area, and Mr Fox’s Night of the Hunter’s Moon at Langsett is both unique, local – and infamous for
fire and brimstone! Although singers, dances, folk clubs and sessions can be found country-wide,
venues where these can be found in the area are all included in the project. The team also hopes to
identify and promote some lesser-known traditions which mark the passing of the year in the East
Peak such as taking the waters at Gunthwaite on Spaw Sunday.
You know those tasks where you can’t do anything until you’ve done everything else? Well, us too,
but the project began well into the Christmas season and we had to start somewhere. So, without
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first having time to research what was out there, we had to start recording it. Fortunately, we were
already familiar with several events around Christmastide. Early recordings had to be made in sound
only, or using our own equipment pending arrival of shiny new video cameras, much improving the
quality of subsequent recordings, operator error excepted! All recordings will be placed in a publicly
accessible, not-for-profit archive – yet to be finalised, but likely to be the Vaughan Williams archive
at Cecil Sharp House.
January, and the inclement weather saw us chained to our keyboards researching and producing a
document which provides a written record of what can be found in the East Peak, and is guiding our
recording activities through the rest of the project. Our research so far can be downloaded from the
EPIP website: http://www.epip.org.uk/other/downloads.php. The intention is to add to and amend
this document over the course of the project as new information comes to light. This is where you,
dear reader, have a part to play. If you take part in or know of a performance or tradition which you
think the project should know about; if you find we have included a folk club in a pub that was pulled
down years ago; if you have some wonderful footage or photographs of performance and would
agree to sharing it with the general public, please get in touch. We can be reached via email at
eastpeaktraditions@gmail.com or on Facebook (search for East Peak Traditions) and we also have a
Twitter account (@eptpp).
We are now into the recording phase of the project, which ironically has been underway since the
project started, as mentioned above. We are including performances which take place in the East
Peak area, whether or not the participants themselves live there. Recordings so far include
Christmas events in Stocksbridge and Penistone; longsword dancing; mummers plays; brass band
concerts, as well as a couple of folk concerts and singarounds. A particular favourite so far
uncovered is the Penistone Flour (not flower!) Ceremony, which takes place every Good Friday, as
recorded on an ancient board in Penistone Parish Church, and a remnant of traditional English acts
of charity common in the past. In 1559 local landowner William Turton bequeathed that bags of rye
flour should be given to "the poor of the parish of Penistone". Nowadays a church service is followed
by the dole of bags of flour to local schoolchildren by the Mayor of Penistone. This is one of only a
few examples of such doles remaining in the country and is certainly unique in the East Peak area.
The third strand of our brief is to promote traditional performance. Our Facebook page is rapidly
becoming a hub for publicising traditional performance events in the area – please ‘Like’ us, and
post or tweet any relevant performances you know about. You will also see our project stand at a
number of festivals, and also venues such as farmers’ markets where we are reaching new
audiences, not just preaching to the converted, and where we’ll be showcasing some of the
performance talent from the area.
So, look out for us around and about at sessions and festivals and the like, and if you see us forgive
the camera blocking your view, the flapping ‘Artists Consent Form’ we need to let us use our
recordings (ironic when anyone can post to YouTube!). Come and talk to us about what we’re doing,
and to tell us how we’re doing it all wrong - we’re trying hard, honest!
And if you know of another unique event like Penistone Flour Ceremony, don’t forget to tell us. We
might just be able to help you out with some information, and an enjoyable performance or two,
too!
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The funding for this project is being made available through the East Peak LEADER programme
which is part of the Rural Development Programme for England and which is jointly funded by Defra
and the European Union.

Notes to editors:



The East Peak LEADER area covers rural communities in North Sheffield, West Barnsley,
Kirkburton and Denby Dale.
The East Peak Innovation Partnership (EPIP, http://www.epip.org.uk) was established in
2008 and links together three similar areas covering Penistone and District, North Sheffield
and the parishes of Denby Dale and Kirkburton. The Partnership was established to deliver a
LEADER bottom up, community led approach to rural development.
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